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Welcome to Eötvös Loránd University
Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE) - in terms of student and staff number, quality of education
and research, its international relations and prestige - is a decisive, elite institution of state
higher education in Hungary, which has been operating since 1635.
We are all proud of the fact that the professors and alumni of ELTE have always played a
significant role both in Hungarian and international scientific, cultural, and political life.
In an ever-changing Hungarian and international environment the main objective of Eötvös
Loránd University is to follow its traditions and at the same time to meet the challenges of
modern times and become the regional centre of higher education, research and
development in Central Europe. It is extremely important for us to strengthen our position in
the European Higher Education and Research Area.
Eötvös Loránd University has extensive relationships with institutions of higher education and
international organisations all over the world both in the field of education and research. In
order to maintain the high quality of research and education it is essential, however, that
ELTE establish an effective partnership not only with institutions of higher education and
academic institutions but also with representatives of the Hungarian and international
business community.
Eötvös Loránd University is ready to extend its relationships. Only this kind of co-operation
can ensure that - preserving its more than three hundred-year-old values - Eötvös Loránd
University remains a prominent institution, a landmark in Hungarian and international higher
education in the 21st century.

PROFESSOR BARNA MEZEY
Rector
Eötvös Loránd University
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History of ELTE
Eötvös Loránd University is the oldest and largest university of Hungary. It was founded in
Nagyszombat (today Trnava, Slovakia) in 1635 by Péter Pázmány, the Archbishop of
Esztergom, who entrusted the Jesuit order with the governance of the university. The first
two faculties were the Faculty of Theology and the Faculty of Arts, and as early as 1667 the
Faculty of Law was opened. The university had the right to award degrees and titles from the
very beginning of its existence.
During the 18th century it gradually came under the control of the government, and with the
foundation of the Medical Faculty in 1769 it became a classical university with four faculties.
After the abolition of the Jesuit order, the university was moved to the Royal Palace in Buda
in 1777, in accordance with the original wishes of Péter Pázmány. In 1784, however, it was
moved to Pest.
Latin was the language of teaching until 1844. The most intensive period of development
started in 1867 after the Austrian-Hungarian Compromise, which resulted in the
establishment of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. At that time the staff included not only
outstanding European lecturers but also world famous scientists. At the turn of the century it
was one of the 15 largest universities in the world.
In 1949 the Faculty of Science became independent of the Faculty of Arts, and in 1950 the
university adopted the name of Loránd Eötvös (1848-1919), a professor of Physics of
international repute (notably for his work on the equivalence of gravitational and internal
mass). The planning and building of the campus in Lágymányos (South Buda) started in the
mid-eighties and was completed in September 2001. In January 2000 the Bárczi Gusztáv
College of Special Education and the College of Primary and Nursery School Teachers'
Training were integrated into ELTE. In the course of the structural reorganisation of the
university in September 2003, three new faculties were opened: the Faculty of Informatics
(which became independent of the Faculty of Science), the Faculty of Education and
Psychology (which became independent of the Faculty of Arts) and the Faculty of Social
Sciences. The Teacher Training College, which had been part of the university since 1983,
was incorporated into the above mentioned faculties.
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History of Budapest
Budapest is often called the "Pearl of the Danube", and it truly is a stunningly beautiful place.
Geography, history, and human creativity have all contributed to create a city that
simultaneously charms, amazes, and fascinates. Budapest is full of diversity, and so is its
history.
The area of the capital has been inhabited for thousands of years. It is known for its Celtic
settlements from the 3rd century BC. In the first decades BC Transdanubia was conquered
by the Romans, who incorporated it into the Roman Empire under the name of Pannonia.
Aquincum (now Óbuda) developed into the capital of Pannonia, and it became an important
station along the limes.
After the Roman withdrawal, it was first controlled by the Huns, then by Eastern Goths,
Longobards and Avars. From the 8th century it was inhabited by Slavic tribes, vassals of the
Franks.
The Hungarians appeared here in the late 9th century. They established their first
settlements on the island of Csepel and in Aquincum.
The new settlers built a centre on both sides of the River. Interestingly, both parts came
collectively to be known as Pest. Some researchers say that the word is of Slavic origin,
meaning stove or kiln, and refers to the natural warm springs found on and near Gellért Hill.
The Royal Charter dating from 1232 appears to back this up. The name Buda came
somewhat later, during the reign of King Béla IV. When Hungary was invaded and
devastated by the Mongols (1241-1242), King Béla ordered new castles and fortresses to be
built all around the country. He provided a good example, for he built the first Royal Palace in
Buda (from that time on known as Castle Hill). It was also he who, in a gold-sealed letter of
1244, conferred privileges on the towns, which enabled them to develop agriculture and
trade. Buda became the royal seat around the turn of the 15th century under the rule of
Sigismund of Luxembourg, and the Royal Palace grew ever larger until its zenith was
reached under King Matthias (ruled 1458-1490). Pest also prospered at this time, and
Matthias raised it to equal rank with Buda. In between the two, contemporary records show
that Margaret Island was home not only to several monasteries but also to a castle built by
the crusaders. Following the Hungarian defeat at the Battle of Mohács (1526) the Turks
sacked and burned Buda. Pest and Óbuda, too, suffered dreadfully as a result of the Turkish
rule that followed for a century and a half. The Turks did, however, build baths fed by the hot
springs. Their cupolas appear on contemporary engravings, and of course some of them are
still extant today - the most visible legacy of that period.
Buda was freed from Turkish rule in 1686, and so began the next period of development.
Many places outside the capital gained the right to hold markets, and there were social
developments as well. A printing press was established in Buda by 1724, and in 1777
Empress Maria Theresa had the country's university (the predecessor of Eötvös Loránd
University) moved here from Nagyszombat (today Trnava in Slovakia), bringing with it an
influx of learned tutors and youthful students.
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Emperor Joseph II later switched it from Buda to Pest, a move which promoted a big growth
in Hungarian-language, literature and in due course, theatre, because up until that time the
dominant language of culture in Buda had been German. The Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, the Kisfaludy Society, and the National Theatre together played a pivotal role in
the social development of the city. This was also the age when newspapers started, among
them the ground-breaking Pesti Hírlap founded by Lajos Kossuth.
The next challenge was the building of the first permanent bridge over the River Danube the Chain Bridge, today still the most recognisable symbol of the city - and the logical
conclusion of that was the legislative unification of Buda, Pest and Óbuda in 1873 into one
city - Budapest. A Council of Public Works was formed, whose direction determined both the
future shape and the enduring beauty of the city. The great boulevards were laid down - most
notably Andrássy út and the körútak or ring roads - and the transformation of Budapest into a
modern world class city truly began. There was an even greater impetus at the end of the
nineteenth century as Hungary celebrated the millenary anniversary of the Hungarian
Conquest. The first continental underground railway was built, the streets were paved, street
lighting was introduced, the waterworks at Káposztásmegyer was constructed (it is still in
operation today), and a public sewerage system was developed. The first trams appeared.
The political Compromise between Hungary and Austria in 1867 led to the beginning of the
industrialisation of Budapest. Agricultural industries, milling and food industries all moved into
the capital, and engineering industries grew. The railways were built, and, as the major
roads, they all radiate out from Budapest. Budapest itself did not suffer particularly in the
First World War, so after a brief halt, the process of development resumed. As the city
continued to grow, neighbouring suburbs were absorbed into four new administrative
districts. The Second World War, however, had a catastrophic effect. Apart from the
horrifying cost in terms of human lives, the architectural splendour of the city was brought to
ruins. Each of the bridges over the River Danube was blown up by the retreating Germans.
These the authorities managed to replace within four years, as work to rebuild the city
progressed very quickly. There was a further administrative enlargement in 1950 when more
neighbouring towns were absorbed; the city now comprised 22 districts (more recently this
has become 23, as boundaries have been redrawn). The buildings and transport network of
the city suffered afresh in the 1956 Uprising, but were again repaired. Large-scale building of
blocks of flats took place in the 1960's, followed by the construction of two new underground
lines. The Lágymányosi Bridge, the new National Theatre, and the National Concert Hall
have all appeared after the fall of Communism. There are many further developments
planned, including a fourth underground line.
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Service Units/Extracurricular Activities
Study and research are supported by the university library network, the
operation of which is coordinated by the renowned University Library
founded in 1561, making it the oldest standing library in Hungary. Today the
holdings of the University Library amount to 2 million titles, over 200,000
journals, 600 online periodicals, and 100 databases on the internet. There is
also a direct link to the online catalogues of the Central Library of the
University of Miskolc and of Semmelweis University. In addition to the
traditional library services, members are given access to e-text archives,
online copies of printed documents, electronic-only materials, and CD-ROMs.
People seeking to escape from all the studying may want to visit the Botanical
Garden. After becoming world famous soon after its establishment, it was
moved to its current premises, more than 150 years ago. It became a national
reserve in 1960, and nowadays boasts about 7000 species and variations of
plants. The orangery and the greenhouse are the home of the tropical and
sub-tropical plants, with the cactus, bromeliad and orchid collections being
especially rich. The arboretum with its 800 species of trees and bushes and
500 types of floral plants is also worth visiting. Nowadays the main aims of the
Botanical Garden are to develop and maintain the collection, preserve and
artificially multiply endangered species, and also to support botanical and
conservationist education.
If interested in everything China, be sure to visit the Confucius Institute of
Eötvös Loránd University, which was established on 7 December 2006 and
was the first in Hungary and in fact the Central European region. The first
Confucius Institute was established in November 2004 in Korea, and since
then 80 such institutes have opened in 36 countries worldwide. The
establishment of a global network of Confucius Institutes aims at propagating
Chinese language and culture, training personnel with a good knowledge of
China, and helping China develop its relations with other countries. The
activities of these institutes include providing Chinese language courses,
organising the Chinese Proficiency Test (HSK) in Hungary, giving home to
cultural events such as concerts, exhibitions, conferences, and movie
presentations, and supporting the publishing of books and other materials.
The Biological and Palaeontological Museum is located in South Buda in
the new building of the Lágymányos Campus Faculty of Science under an
imposing pyramid dome and is sure to attract many with an interest for the
history of nature on Earth. This university collection - which is unique in
Hungary - demonstrates the evolution of mankind and the fauna with the
relevant palaeontological materials, full body products, and anatomy. The new
exhibition was reopened in 2002, after the Second World War ravaged the
former collection. The main hall contains rocks full of fossils, while on the
ground floor in huge exhibition cases several animal groups are exhibited.
Their palaeontological materials and the skeletons of existing species are
displayed in an evolutionary order. The most important publications and old
textbooks are exhibited on the first floor. The gallery contains exhibition cases
with stuffed birds, mammals, and the artefacts and instruments of
anthropology.
The Mineral and Rock Collection was established in 1774. It is the oldest
scientific artefact collection of the university and the biggest such collection in
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Hungary. At the end of the 18th century it was the biggest systematized
educational purpose collection in Europe. The Collection contains about 1000
mineral types and almost all rock types can be found here. The Collection
assists not only the training of geology, environment, chemistry, and history of
science students and researchers of the University, but also secondary school
children from around Hungary
Other exhibitions such as the Mineral Taxonomy, Meteorite Collection, and the
Periodic Table of Elements Exhibition are also well worth visiting along with
temporary exhibitions of guest exhibitors. The Collection has been open to the
public since the 2006/2007 academic year.
Musical types should acquaint themselves with the Eötvös Art Ensemble,
which consists of three groups:
 the Béla Bartók University Choir
 the University Orchestra
 the University Folk Dance Ensemble
The Eötvös Art Ensemble is led by Kovács László Ferenc Liszt Prize winner.
The Choir has participated in more than 40 international tours and has won
several awards at international competitions and festivals. They regularly
perform works of Zoltán Kodály and Béla Bartók but their repertoire also
features renaissance and baroque composers.
The Folk Ensemble was founded in 1957 and today is led by Gábor Valach.
The repertoire of the Folk Dance Ensemble includes a wide range of folk
dances of the ethnic groups living in the Carpathian Basin. The Ensemble is a
prestigious member of the amateur folk dance movement, and was qualified
Gold Grade at the last nationwide qualification. It consists of two groups, the
so-called new generation and the senior group.
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Student Services
In order to make foreign students settle in quickly and more easily to make
their experience as good as possible, ELTE operates a mentor system.
The scheme allocates a native student to the foreign student, thereby
acquainting them with each other and ensuring that the new candidate from
abroad enjoys the benefits of being guided by a senior student who knows
their way around the campus and understands the whole of the education and
its processes at ELTE. It is important to note that students are paired up
before the start of the semester. Hence, not only will the incoming student be
fully prepared for studying at ELTE, but they will also be assisted in getting
accommodation (e.g., student residence halls, rent-a-flat assistance), doing
the necessary paperwork, and soicialising with locals on cultural and social
programmes.
Career Service Centre
The ELTE Senate created the Career Service Centre on 1 October 2007 for
two reasons. Firstly, it was intended to help students learn practical skills
during their training. ELTE understands the importance of such skills and as
the labour market seeks more and more versatile and skilled people, the need
to give students the edge over others who only receive theoretical knowledge
grew to the extent where the creation of the centre was highly desirable.
Secondly, as the centre ensures that ELTE students learn practical skills via
specially designed courses and programmes in an attempt to help them find
work during and after their studies, it also results in the increased value of an
ELTE degree. Consequently, graduates gain an even bigger advantage since
the reputation of their degree is at a constant rise.
The ELTE Alumni Club was created in 2007 in an attempt to bring the
graduates of ELTE closer. It caters for current and former professors,
researchers, and administrative staff, as well as former students. It was
designed to create a place where the people of ELTE may get in touch with
each other. It may serve people who want to reminisce and also those who
seek career opportunities from the connections with the fellow people of ELTE.
The club has enjoyed great success since its beginning and continues to make
belonging to ELTE mean belonging to a community of people who share
values, goals, as well as their past.
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Alumni-Club for former and current Exchange and visiting students
The ELTE Alumni Club was created in 2007 in an attempt to bring the
graduates of ELTE closer. It caters for current and former professors,
researchers, and administrative staff, as well as former students. It was
designed to create a place where the people of ELTE may get in touch with
each other. It may serve people who want to reminisce and also those who
seek career opportunities from the connections with the fellow people of ELTE.
The club has enjoyed great success since its beginning and continues to make
belonging to ELTE mean belonging to a community of people who share
values, goals, as well as their past.
International Opportunities
Eötvös Loránd University has extensive relationships with formal agreements
for co-operation and exchange with 400 universities in Europe, Asia, Africa,
North and South America at an institutional or faculty level. The main areas of
co-operation are joint training and research projects, joint participation in
international conferences and workshops, accreditation of courses, and also
the exchange of students and guest professors. ELTE is proud to be able to
present its students and staff the possibility to visit other countries and cultures
in order to broaden their worldview and increase their cultural awareness, and
continues to sustain its international connections for the benefit of both
Hungarian and foreign students and staff.
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KNOWLEDGE MAP
(International Study Programmes Provided By Eötvös LOránd University)
Field of studies, level of education breakdown

Field
of Science
Level
of the programme

Education and
Psychology

Pre-university
Programmes

Undergraduate,
Bachelor (B.A., B.Sc.)
Programmes

Graduate,
Master (M.A., M.Sc.)
Programmes

Doctoral,
(Ph.D.)
Programmes

Humanities

English and American Studies

Psychology

Psychology

English and American Studies;
German as a minority language and literature
(major of Germanic studies);
German (major of Germanic studies);
Romanian (major of Romance Studies);
Spanish (major of Romance Studies);
Italian (major of Romance Studies);
French (major of Romance Studies);
Portugese (major of Romance Studies)
American Studies;
English Studies;
European Territories (Civilisation, nation,
region, city):Identity and Development, TEMA
Erasmus Mundus Master Course (JOINT
PROGRAME);
Hungarian Studies;
Logic and Theory of Science;
Polish Language and Literature;
Russian Language and Literature;
German as a minority language and literature
(major of Germanic studies);
German (major of Germanic studies);
Romanian (major of Romance Studies);
Spanish (major of Romance Studies);
French (major of Romance Studies);
Portugese (major of Romance Studies);
Doctoral School of Literary Studies;
German literary and linguistic studies;
Doctoral school of Linguistics;
Doctoral School of History;
Doctoral School of Philosophy;
Doctoral School of Ethnography;
Doctoral School of Art History;

Information Technology

Science

Software Information
Technology;

Biology;
Chemistry;
Physics;

Software Information
Technology;

Biology;
Chemistry;
Physics;

Software Information
Technology;
EIT ICT Labs Master
School Security and
Privacy (JOINT
PROGRAMME);
EIT ICT Labs Master
School Security and
Privacy(JOINT
PROGRAMME).

Social Sciences

Biology;
Chemistry;
Mathematics;
Physics;
Postgraduate Master Course in
Forensic Science (JOINT
PROGRAMME);

MeiCogSci: Middle
European interdisciplinary
master programme in
Cognitive Science (JOINT
PROGRAMME)
Doctoral School of Biology;
Doctoral School of Chemistry;
Doctoral School of Earth Sciences;
Doctoral School of Environmental
Sciences;
Doctoral School of Mathematics;
Doctoral School of Physics;
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Ethnic and Minority Studies

PRE-UNIVERSITY PROGRAMMES
HUMANITIES


English and American Studies
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

 Software Informaiton Technology
SCIENCE




Biology
Chemistry
Physics
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PRE-UNIVERSITY PROGRAMME IN HUMANITIES
Name of the programme:

English and American Studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 8 semesters (2 of semesters of preparatory studies 6 semesters
of BA studies
ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June/July 2016

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, School of English
and American Studies (SEAS)
Short description of the programme:
Preparatory studies (one year): this foundation programme has been designed for students
who wish to undertake further studies at ELTE or any other European university, but do not
yet have the necessary level of language competence, study skills, and cultural background
knowledge to start a BA degree programme.
BA programme (3 years): The School of English and American Studies offers a BA
programme in English and American studies. The programme may be completed as a major
programme or as a minor programme, the latter of which being available only for students
who are in another major programme at ELTE. Students taking the programme as a major
opt for either the English or the American track at the end of the first term. The three-year
long programme does not provide teaching qualifications, which can be acquired only at the
MA level, i.e., with two further years of study.
Strengths of the programme:
Students in the English studies track within the BA programme at the School of English and
American Studies are offered a chance to acquaint themselves with the foundations of
information technology and typography in the first phase of their studies. This is followed by a
series of seminars and lectures aimed at developing students’ competence in using English
as a language of global communication, academic writing, and everyday oral argumentation
in a scholarly and business environment. Students will thus attain the foundations of
academic research, evaluation and critical thinking in English literature, British and American
socio-political history, and develop an understanding of the linguistic levels of description and
analysis of English (phonology and syntax).
Students opting for the American Studies track within the BA programme in English are given
the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the background and idiosyncratic features of
American history, culture, literature, and the American variety of English. By focusing on
these areas of research, the aim of the American Studies track is to impart the students with
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the foundations of critical thinking and academic research in order to prepare them for future
studies or for successful endeavours when entering the job market.
Career opportunities:
BA graduates are eligible to work towards their studies for an MA degree in English; MA in
English with teaching qualifications or MA in American studies.
Requirements:
For entering the preparatory year:


recommended level of English: at least A2 level of the CEFR (Common European
Framework of Reference), i.e. a minimum of approximately 250 hours of previous
studies



No language certificate is required and meeting the above requirement is at the
applicant’s discretion

For entering the BA programme (or following the successful completion of the preparatory
year the student is minimally able to achieve):





TOEFL PBT (Paper-based test): 500
TOEFL IBT (Internet-based test): 60
IELTS (International English Language Testing System): 3.5/4.0/4.5
CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference): B1

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information can be found at:
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

http://seaswiki.elte.hu/studies

Zsolt Király, PhD; Attila Stravec, PhD
kiraly.zsolt@btk.elte.hu, starcevic.attila@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229
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PRE-UNIVERSITY PROGRAMMES IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Name of the programme:

Software Information Technology, Preliminary Year

Level of the programme:

Pre-university programme

Length of the programme: 2 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

6 credits

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – 29 June 2013

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: ELTE Faculty of Informatics
Short description of the programme:
This program is recommended for future students who want to build a firm basis for their
further studies in the BSc program of Software Information Technology or who get their
Letter of Admission but could not reach the minimum level in their Entrance Examination in
September.
Strengths of the programme:
The curriculum of the preliminary program is assembled on topics relevant to the BSc
program. It includes courses in, mathematics, informatics and English language.
Career opportunities:
The successfully completed preliminary course is acknowledged by a certificate and
automatically ensures admission to the BSc program.
Requirements:
Those students can apply who have finished a secondary school education (equivalent of a
General Certificate of Education [UK] or a high school diploma [US]), or who have completed
at least three years of the usual four years of secondary school education (aged 17) in
countries where the last year of secondary education is a pre-university program.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

2000€

2000€

140€

140€

Other costs
Registration fee
*only in the first semester
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Way of application:
Applicants should send their application material by post to the Faculty or via email
attachment to the Program Coordinator
Application deadline: April 30, 2012
Application form:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/Application.aspx
Further information:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/default.aspx
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator: Lajos Lóczy
E-mail address:

lloczi@cs.elte.hu

PRE-UNIVERSITY PROGRAMMES IN SCIENCE
Name of the programme:

Biology

Level of the programme:

Pre-university programme

Length of the programme: 2 semesters
Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 –

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of Biology
Short description of the programme:
This programme is recommended for future students who want to build a firm basis for their
further studies in the B.Sc. and M.Sc. programmes of Eötvös Loránd University. The
successfully completed preparatory programme is acknowledged by a certificate and
automatically ensures admission into the B.Sc. programme.
Strengths of the programme:
The curriculum of the pre-university programme is assembled on topics relevant to the B.Sc.
programme. It includes courses in biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics. The
programme is organised in a two-semester form with a ten-week programme in each. The
first semester is from the beginning of October to mid-December, and the second semester
is from the beginning of February to the beginning of April. A good working knowledge of
20
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English is required. Applicants may apply for a language course to improve their English but
the costs of this are not covered by the tuition fee of the Pre-University Programme.
Requirements:
Students who have finished a secondary school (equivalent of a General Certificate of
Education [UK] or a high school diploma [US]) can apply, or who have completed at least
three years of the usual four years of secondary school education (aged 17) in countries
where the last year of secondary education is a pre-university programme.
Tuition fee/semester
Students

EU/EEA Students

non EEA

1700€

1700€

Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below.
Scholarships/Discounts:
At present Eötvös Loránd University cannot offer scholarships, however, we give a *20% fee
reduction to our best B.Sc. and M.Sc. biology students*, from the second year on,
determined by their performance in the previous year.
Further information: http://www.bio.elte.hu/engedu/Pre_university.htm
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

ErikaTóth Ph.D. associate professor
totherika@caesar.elte.hu,
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567
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Name of the programme:

Chemistry

Level of the programme:

Pre-universtiy programme

Length of the programme: 1 or 2 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of
Chemistry
Short description of the programme:
The two semester form is organised in the first and second semester as ten week
programmes each from the beginning of October to the middle of December (first semester)
and from the beginning of February till the beginning of April (second semester).
The one semester form is organised as a single 12 week intense programme from the
beginning of February till the end of April.
Career opportunities:
Succesful completion of either type of the pre-university programmes automatically gives the
right for admission to start the 6 semester integrated BSc programme.
Requirements:
Students with completed secondary school education—having received the equivalent of
General Certificate of Education (UK) or high school diploma (US)—or with at least three
completed years of the usual four years of secondary school education (aged 17, in countries
where the last year of secondary education is a pre-university programme) can apply for the
two-semester pre-university programme. The prerequisite of acceptance is a good command
of English, and preference for the subjects of Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics, the
subjects of the pre-university programme in this order of importance. An officially attested
record of studies from the three or four years of secondary school studies including the
following subjects of science: chemistry, physics, and mathematics (written in English) and
the secondary school certificate if the studies are already completed at the time of
submission.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

Two semester programme

1200€

1200€

One semester intensive programme

1900€

1900€

non EEA Students

Other costs
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Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below.
Application form:

http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/engedu_appl.htm

Further information about the programme:

http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/

Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567

Name of the programme:

Physics

Level of the programme:

Pre-university programme

Imre, Salma, Associate Professor
salma@chem.elte.hu

Length of the programme: 1 or 2 semester
Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of Physics
Short description of the programme:
This programme is recommended for future students who want to build a firm basis for their
further studies in the B.Sc. and M.Sc. programmes of Eötvös Loránd University. The
successfully completed preparatory programme is acknowledged by a certificate.
Requirements:
Those students can apply who have finished a secondary school education (equivalent of a
General Certificate of Education [UK] or a high school diploma [US]).
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students
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Two semester programme

2500€

2500€

One semester intensive programme

1600€

1600€

Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below.
Further information: http://ion.elte.hu/kredit/Intezet/Physics_Programs_in_English.html
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Gyula Bene senior research scientist
bene@poe.elte.hu
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567
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UNDERGRADUATE, BACHELOR (B.A., B.SC.) PROGRAMMES
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY


Psychology
HUMANITIES











English and American Studies (with preparatory year)
English and American Studies (without preparatory year)
French (major of Romance Studies)
German (major of Germanic studies)
German as a minority language and literature (major of Germanic
studies)
Italian (major of Romance Studies)
Portugese (major of Romance Studies)
Romanian (major of Romance Studies)
Spanish (major of Romance Studies)
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY



Software Information Technology
SCIENCE





Biology
Chemistry
Physics
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EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Name of the programme:

Psychology

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

186

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

IZU (Izabella street) Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – 4 July 2015

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Education and Psychology,
Institute of Psychology
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the ELTE psychology BA programme is to train professionals who are perfect in
the theoretical foundations and basic methods of psychology, have an insight into the applied
branches of psychology, and possess skills and techniques that can be used in order to
measure, explore, and develop individuals, groups or organisations through behaviour
measurement or other experiments. Students will obtain an integrated knowledge of
education, communication, socialisation, learning, and human development.
It is also aimed to provide modern, both theoretical and practical knowledge and a true sense
of vocation that supports further learning in any psychology MA.
Strengths of the programme:
The foreign language qualification of ELTE has a long history stemming from the
internationally known workshops and the teachers who are also recognised internationally.
The English Language University Programmes in Psychology (hereafter: ELUP) exists since
1991, as an English language version of the Hungarian curriculum. During these 19 years
the Institute welcomed 50-60 students per year from a wide range of foreign countries.
As one can see, the foreign student to teacher ratio supports a tutorial-like atmosphere which
can boost communication and guidance effectiveness among the students and their
teachers.
Regarding the number of staff and students, the professional preparedness, administrative
capacity, and infrastructural conditions of the institute, the Faculty of Education and
Psychology at ELTE is the best Institute of Psychology in Hungary.
Career opportunities:
The activity of a behaviour-analyst can find its grounds and justification in every organisation,
field, institute, where the following processes – involving human interventions – take place:
education, qualification, development, leadership, recruitment, selection, re-education,
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correction, or health activities. Furthermore, a behaviour-analyst can also work in any
psychological laboratory and can complete and evaluate several standard experiments and
aptitude tests of organisational psychology. Naturally – in specific cases – the supervision of
a qualified psychologist is obligatory.
Because a behaviour-analyst is trained and prepared to conduct and analyse several
experiments regarding human interventions, like standard or intentional surveys of
competence, adaptivity, attitude or functioning, the demand for such professionals can be
characterised as significant and remarkable. Institutes that already employ a well-trained and
qualified psychologist can also claim new professionals to work under supervision and
deepen their competence this way. Thus, the human resources and financial budgets might
get better organised and become more productive whilst remaining cost effective – benefiting
both employers and employees.
Requirements:
Certificate of matriculation from a secondary school
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

4200€

4200€

Application fee:

120 €

120€

Entrance exam fee:

120€

120€

Other costs

Way of application:
Send in the application form, CV, two recent passport photographs, a copy of your passport,
a copy of certificate, a copy of the official translation of the certificate (if still at school,
records of the last two years), copy of the money order of application fee and entrance exam
fee.
Application deadline:

15th May 2012

After submitting the application form and the necessary documents the applicants will be
informed about the exact time and place of the interview. The interview is about the
applicant’s motivation and personal background.
Further information: http://ppk.elte.hu/psychology
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator: Nóra Gaál
E-mail address:
elup@ppk.elte.hu
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person: Petia Kojouharova
E-mail address:
elup@ppk.elte.hu
Postal address:
Izabella u. 46, Budapest 1064, Hungary
Telephone no.:
(+36) 1 461 2600/5664
Fax no.:
(+36) 1 461 4528
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HUMANITIES
Name of the programme:

English and American Studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 8 semesters (2 of semesters of preparatory studies 6 semesters
of BA studies
ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June/July 2016

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, School of English
and American Studies (SEAS)
Short description of the programme:
Preparatory studies (one year): this foundation programme has been designed for students
who wish to undertake further studies at ELTE or any other European university, but do not
yet have the necessary level of language competence, study skills, and cultural background
knowledge to start a BA degree programme.
BA programme (3 years): The School of English and American Studies offers a BA
programme in English and American studies. The programme may be completed as a major
programme or as a minor programme, the latter of which being available only for students
who are in another major programme at ELTE. Students taking the programme as a major
opt for either the English or the American track at the end of the first term. The three-year
long programme does not provide teaching qualifications, which can be acquired only at the
MA level, i.e., with two further years of study.
Strengths of the programme:
Students in the English studies track within the BA programme at the School of English and
American Studies are offered a chance to acquaint themselves with the foundations of
information technology and typography in the first phase of their studies. This is followed by a
series of seminars and lectures aimed at developing students’ competence in using English
as a language of global communication, academic writing, and everyday oral argumentation
in a scholarly and business environment. Students will thus attain the foundations of
academic research, evaluation and critical thinking in English literature, British and American
socio-political history, and develop an understanding of the linguistic levels of description and
analysis of English (phonology and syntax).
Students opting for the American Studies track within the BA programme in English are given
the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the background and idiosyncratic features of
American history, culture, literature, and the American variety of English. By focusing on
these areas of research, the aim of the American Studies track is to impart the students with
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the foundations of critical thinking and academic research in order to prepare them for future
studies or for successful endeavours when entering the job market.
Career opportunities:
BA graduates are eligible to work towards their studies for an MA degree in English; MA in
English with teaching qualifications or MA in American studies.
Requirements:
For entering the preparatory year:




recommended level of English: at least A2 level of the CEFR (Common European
Framework of Reference), i.e. a minimum of approximately 250 hours of previous
studies
No language certificate is required and meeting the above requirement is at the
applicant’s discretion

For entering the BA programme (or following the successful completion of the preparatory
year the student is minimally able to achieve):





TOEFL PBT (Paper-based test): 500
TOEFL IBT (Internet-based test): 60
IELTS (International English Language Testing System): 3.5/4.0/4.5
CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference): B1

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information can be found at:
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

http://seaswiki.elte.hu/studies

Zsolt Király, PhD; Attila Stravec, PhD
kiraly.zsolt@btk.elte.hu, starcevic.attila@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229
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Name of the programme:

English and American Studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June/July 2015

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, School of English
and American Studies (SEAS)
Short description of the programme:
The School of English and American Studies offers a BA programme in English and
American studies. The programme may be completed as a major programme or as a minor
programme, the latter of which only being available for students who are in another major
programme at ELTE. Students taking the programme as a major opt for either the English or
the American track at the end of the first term. The three-year long programme does not
provide teaching qualifications, which can be acquired only at the MA level, i.e., with two
further years of study.
Strengths of the programme:
Students in the English studies track within the BA programme in English and American
Studies are offered a chance to acquaint themselves with the foundations of information
technology and typography in the first phase of their studies. This is followed by a series of
seminars and lectures aimed at developing students’ competence in using English as a
language of global communication, academic writing, and everyday oral argumentation in a
scholarly and business environment. Students will thus attain the foundations of academic
research, evaluation and critical thinking in English literature, British and American sociopolitical history, and develop an understanding of the linguistic levels of description and
analysis of English (phonology and syntax).
Students opting for the American Studies track within the BA programme in English are given
the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the background and idiosyncratic features of
American history, culture, literature, and the American variety of English. By focusing on
these areas of research, the aim of the American Studies track is to impart the students with
the foundations of critical thinking and academic research in order to prepare them for future
studies or for successful endeavours when entering the job market.
Career opportunities:
BA graduates are eligible to work towards their studies for an MA degree in English; MA in
English with teaching qualifications or MA in American studies.
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Requirements:





TOEFL PBT (Paper-based test): 500
TOEFL IBT (Internet-based test): 60
IELTS (International English Language Testing System): 3.5/4.0/4.5
CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference): B1

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information can be found at:
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

http://seaswiki.elte.hu/studies

Zsolt Király, PhD; Attila Stravec, PhD
kiraly.zsolt@btk.elte.hu, starcevic.attila@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

French Language, Literature, and Culture

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

French

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of French language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the study programme is to train
professionals of the French language and culture who possess theoretical knowledge and
practical skills within the domain of social sciences in order for them to carry out multi31
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faceted, inter- and multidisciplinary vocational tasks. Graduates have ample theoretical
knowledge to continue their studies in the second cycle.
Strengths of the programme:






BA degree holders will:

have comprehensive knowledge of the French culture
be able to communicate in French both in writing and in speech at an advanced level
be prepared to study the French language and culture with state of the art methods
and techniques of research
comprehend texts in general and be able to summarise, translate, and interpret them
be able to make use of their knowledge of the social, economic, and environmental
problems of Hungary and France in their careers

Career opportunities: Graduates will be able to:




organise events related to the French culture in the context of governmental, political,
economic, and cultural affairs
hold positions of organisational and administrative nature in the mass media
mediate using their knowledge of the language and culture in the field of tourism

Requirements:
-

Secondary school diploma
B2 language skills

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline: 20 August 2012
Further information: frantan@btk.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student Advisoy Service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

István Cseppentő
icseppento@freemail.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229
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Name of the programme:
Germanic studies

German as a minority language and literature major of

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

German

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Germanic studies
Short description of the programme:
During the training students obtain practical language skills and a comprehensive knowledge
of the most important components of and changes in the German culture and the structure,
history, and rules of the German language. Furthermore, students with acquaint themselves
with the research questions and findings in the field of German linguistics as well as the
processes, eras, authors, and literary pieces of the history of German literature. Lastly,
students will familiarise themselves with the methodology and branches of literary science in
the German-speaking countries andwill learn fundamental inter- and multidisciplinary
competence. In addition, students will familiarise themselves with the language, language
use, literature, culture, and history of the Germans of Hungary. To complement the
theoretical knowledge acquired students will gain experience in practical research by joining
research projects, carrying out field practice, and possibly gaining work experience at
German institutions and organisations.
Strengths of the programme:
In addition to the fundamental studies of humanities, philology, and German in the major,
students attain 50 credits worth of minority studies in the form of a specialisation track.
It has always been characteristic of the programme to connect research with teaching activity
by involving students in the process of data collection and research. One of the focuses of
the Centre of Research and Teacher Training for Germans in Hungary (operating withing the
Institute of Germanic studies) is research on topics relating to the past and present of the
Germans of Hungary (history, language, literature, and culture). Two largescale projects (i.e.,
the Atlas of German in Hungary and the Dictionary of Regional German in Hungary)
endorsed by the department attest to the high standards of research carried out. The Centre
works in close co-operation with German organisations in Hungary, institutions of all levels of
education, the German media in Hungary, local governments, and museums. The Centre
has its own collection of archives (audio, library, corpora) which the students have access to.
Associates of the Centre are senior publishers in the topic of Germans of Hungary and they
are responsible for multiple series of texts.
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Career opportunities:
Graduates will be able to make use of the knowledge and skills obtained in various fields of
cultural life (publishing, written and visual media, cultural institutions, certain areas of public
administration and economy).
With regard to the European integration and the cultural traditions and current situation of
Hungary there is demand for versatile learned professionals who fluently speak foreign
languages. Such professionals possess outstanding rhetorical skills and are able to find their
place in the press (both traditional and electronic), tourist industry, international
communication, and the fields of economic and scientific life. Moreover, graduates may take
up positions at German teaching and cultural institutions in Hungary where such trackspecific qualification is a prerequisite. Lastly, they are able to successfully continue their
studies at the MA level.
Requirements:


Secondary school diploma with advanced exams in German

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750 €

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline: 20 August 2012
Further information: http://germanistik.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student Advisoy Service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Maria Erb, PhD
elte.germanistik@gmail.com
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

German Language, Literature, and Culture

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
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Language of the programme:

German

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Germanic studies
Short description of the programme:
During the training students obtain practical
language skills and a comprehensive knowledge of the most important components of and
changes in the German culture and the structure, history, and rules of the German language.
Furthermore, students with acquaint themselves with the research questions and findings in
the field of German linguistics as well as the processes, eras, authors, and literary pieces of
the history of German literature. Lastly, students will familiarise themselves with the
methodology and branches of literary science in the German-speaking countries and will
learn fundamental inter- and multidisciplinary competence.
Strengths of the programme:
Students majoring in German will develop general knowledge and competence and will
develop vocational skills pertaining to humanities, philology, and Germanic studies in
general. By the end of their studies they will have outstanding language proficiency and a
comprehensive understanding of history, culture, literature, cultural and media sciences, and
linguistics. Specialisations can be chosen from translatology, intercultural studies, and
economic and professional language use.
Career opportunities:
Graduates will be able to make use of the knowledge and skills obtained in various fields of
cultural life (publishing, written and visual media, cultural institutions, certain areas of public
administration and economy).
With regard to the European integration and the cultural traditions and current situation of
Hungary there is demand for versatile learned professionals who fluently speak foreign
languages. Such professionals possess outstanding rhetorical skills and are able to find their
place in the press (both traditional and electronic), tourist industry, international
communication, and the fields of economic and scientific life. Moreover, they are able to
successfully continue their studies at the MA level.
Requirements:


Secondary school diploma with advanced exams in German

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€
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Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline: 20 August 2012
Further information: http://germanistik.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student Advisoy Service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Erzsébet Knipf, PhD
elte.germanistik@gmail.com
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Italian major of Romance studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

Italian

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of French language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the study programme is to train professionals of the Italian language and culture
who possess theoretical knowledge and practical skills within the domain of social sciences
in order for them to carry out multi-faceted, inter- and multidisciplinary vocational tasks.
Graduates have ample theoretical knowledge to continue their studies in the second cycle.
Strengths of the programme:
BA degree holders will:



be able to communicate in Italian both in writing and in speech at an advanced level
be prepared to study the Italian language and culture with state of the art methods
and techniques of research
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comprehend texts in general and be able to summarise, translate, and interpret them

Career opportunities:
Graduates will be able to:




organise events related to the French culture in the context of governmental, political,
economic, and cultural affairs
hold positions of organisational and administrative nature in the mass media
mediate using their knowledge of the language and culture in the field of tourism

Requirements:
-

Secondary school diploma
B2 language skills

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline: 20 August 2012
Further information: http://olasz.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student Advisoy Service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Giampolo Salvi
salvi.giampolo@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Portugese major of Romance studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

Portugese

Place of the programme:

Trefort (Múeum) Campus
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Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of Portuguese language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the training is to train specialists in Portuguese, Brazilian, and African Portuguese
cultures and literatures. At the beginning of the Portuguese studies we offer very intensive
language lessons for students who don’t speak the Portuguese language. After the history of
Portugal and the Portuguese word, Brazil and PALOP ( Portuguese Language Speaking
African) countries, we introduce students to the literature of Portugal and the Portuguese
speaking countries and offer courses on the different cultural aspects of these countries. In
our specialised courses students can get to know the cinema, theatre, music, and fine arts of
Portugal and Brazil.
Strengths of the programme:
The BA-training admits students without knowledge of the Portuguese language as we can
offer outstanding language classes. Our speciality is the close co-operation with the
Portuguese Camões Institute and the Galego Language Centre in Budapest. Thus we offer
possibilities of Portuguese Language Exams, as well as learning the Galego and Catalan
language and culture.
Career opportunities:
After 3 years of training students of Portuguese have a reliable knowledge of the Portuguese
language (level B2, C1) and the Portuguese language cultures, and so they can get a job in
transnational companies, in the tourist industry, in foreign trading, in different mass media
forums, or as translators and interpreters.
Requirements:
School-leaving examination (at a secondary school) of two of the following subjects/majors:
English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Latin, Romanian, Russian, Hungarian Literature,
History
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://olasz.elte.hu
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Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Ferenc Pál, PhD
pal.ferenc@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Romanian major of Romance studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

Romanian

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of Romanian philology
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the study programme is to train professionals of the Romanian language and
culture who possess theoretical knowledge in order for them to be able to continue their
studies immediately after graduation or after a couple of years or work experience in the form
of the MA training. At the same time, practical skills are also emphasised, thereby giving
graduate the opportunity to successfully compete in the labour market as translators or
interpreters.
Strengths of the programme:
The Department of Romanian philology of today was established in 1863, and was the first
department of Romanian languageand literature in Europe outside Romania. The department
has multiple contracts of agreement with several Romanian universities and institutes of
academic research. The department is in close co-operation with the universities of
Bucharest and Oradea in the framework of the ERASMUS programme. The degree issued
by the department complies with EU regulations and is officially acknowledged in Romania
owing to the bilateral agreement between the two countries.
Career opportunities:
Opportunities for graduates include positions related to Romanian language and culture, and
with the EU membership of Hungary and Romania a plethora of difficulties arose concerning
language and communication, publishing, mass media, ministerial connections, foreign
affairs and cultural relations, diplomacy, and tourism in particular.
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Requirements:



Secondary school diploma
Basic Romanian language competence

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://romantanszek.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Spanish major of Romance studies

Level of the programme:

BA

Levente Nagy
nagy.levente@btk.elte.hu

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

Spanish

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of Spanish language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the study programme is to train professionals of the Spanish language and
culture who possess theoretical knowledge and practical skills within the domain of social
sciences in order for them to carry out multi-faceted, inter- and multidisciplinary vocational
tasks. Graduates have ample theoretical knowledge to continue their studies in the second
cycle.
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Strengths of the programme:
BA degree holders will:






have comprehensive knowledge of the Spanish culture
be able to communicate in Spanish both in writing and in speech at an advanced
level
be prepared to study the Spanish language and culture with state of the art methods
and techniques of research
comprehend texts in general and be able to summarise, translate, and interpret them
be able to make use of their knowledge of the social, economic, and environmental
problems of Hungary, Spain, and Latin-America in their careers

Career opportunities:
Graduates will be able to:




organise events related to the Spanish culture in the context of governmental,
political, economic, and cultural affairs
hold positions of organisational and administrative nature in the mass media
mediate using their knowledge of the language and culture in the field of tourism

Requirements:



Secondary school diploma
B2 language skills

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

750€

750€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://eltespanyol.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:

László Scholz, Ph.D.
laszlo.scholz@oberlin.edu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
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Fax no.:

+36 1-485-5229
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Name of the programme:

Computer Sicence, Software Information Technology

Level of the programme:

BSc

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – 30 June 2015

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: ELTE Faculty of Informatics
Short description of the programme:
The objective is to train Computer Programme Designers with a professional knowledge
based on a solid theoretical background knowledge. They have the skills to take part in
programme development, in developing information systems and system management in
various areas. The Computer Programme Designer often acts as a mediator between the
customers of information systems and the producers. In this way, the job of a Programme
Designer synthesises the constructive activity of engineers with the general problem-solving
attitude of mathematicians while participating in teams of large-scale projects.
The programme provides students with a broad education in Computer Science in
combination with specialised work in computer and information processing techniques,
programming languages, data structures, information retrieval, operating systems, compiler
design, etc. Students learn the theory as well as the methodologies and techniques in the
development and implementation of computer systems.
Strengths of the programme:
The high standard of training is guaranteed by the highly qualified academic staff. Teaching
is supported by modern infrastructure and well equipped computer labs (artificial intelligence,
databases, and robotics). The library of the Faculty contains several thousand volumes. The
students of higher years and PhD students help the first year students in a mentor system to
overcome their first challenges at the university.
In addition to the high level of theoretical training, the Faculty's relationship with the business
community, the joint research and development projects offer up-to-date practical knowledge
and experience to the students. The Faculty has concluded bilateral agreements with
numerous universities in the world, which allows students to study one or two semesters or
participate in research projects at a partner institution.
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Extracurricular undergraduate research activities of the students are supported and
supervised by leading scientists of the Faculty. These students present their findings at a
conference organised by the Faculty every year.
Workshops are also organised with international partners.
Career opportunities:
Computer Programme Designers are welcome in every sector of informatics. Jobs are
offered by large international computer companies, outstanding Hungarian firms, banks,
large enterprises, state institutions, software development companies, research institutes
and universities where they may be engaged in the preparation of integrated data processing
systems, electronic trade transactions and electronic money transfers, solving
telecommunication problems (networks, programming mobile phones), performing image
recognition, computer-aided design, image processing or preparing multimedia applications.
Requirements:
Secondary school certificate or a higher education diploma
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3000€

3000€

140€

140€

Other costs
Registration fee
* in the first semester
Way of application:
Application deadline: 30 April 2012 Applicants should send their application material by post
to the Faculty or via email attachment to the Programme Co-ordinator
Applicants will get notification via e-mail or post by the end of June 2012.
Applications are evaluated and ranked by the appropriate committee of the Faculty of
Informatics.
Application form:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/Application.aspx
Further information:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/default.aspx

Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:

Lajos Lóczi
lloczi@cs.elte.hu
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SCIENCE
Name of the programme:

Biology

Level of the programme:

BSc

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

(5 Sept 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University:
Short description of the programme:
The curriculum includes introduction to the major disciplines of science that support various
biological subjects (chemistry, physics, mathematics, informatics - Module 2), basic courses
in biology (Module 3), advanced courses in biology (Module 4) and special courses (Module
5 - for further details of the curriculum and the content of Modules see the “Curriculum of the
B.Sc. program”). In the case of the special courses (starting from the 3rd semester), students
have a certain freedom of choice in assembling their own list of courses they wish to attend,
according to their interest and their later choice of M.Sc. programme specialisation. To obtain
their degree, candidates of B.Sc. have to write and orally present a “B.Sc. Thesis”. It must be
an up-to-date critical review of the relevant scientific literature about a biological problem.
A committee from teachers in the biology programme will evaluate the „B.Sc. Thesis”.
Strengths of the programme:
Students participate in intensive basic and advanced level courses to gain an essential
theoretical knowledge in the different fields of biology, and to become familiar with the
most important methods. The theoretical and practical knowledge of B.Sc. graduates enables
them to recognise and analyse new scientific problems in biology, and to plan, perform, and
evaluate simple laboratory or open field experiments for their investigation. The knowledge
obtained in the B.Sc. programme also forms an excellent basis for the continuation of studies
in an M.Sc. programme.
Requirements:
The successful applicant must be at least 17 years of age, a graduate of a high school or a
senior secondary school (with graduation equivalent to the General Certificate of Education
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[UK] or high school diploma [US]), or must have at least three completed years of a four-year
secondary school where the last year is a pre-university programme. The prerequisite of
acceptance is a good command of English.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

2900

2900

Application fee

160

160

Registration fee

60

60

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Further information: http://www.bio.elte.hu/engedu/BSC_program.htm
Scholarships/Discounts:
At present Eötvös Loránd University cannot offer scholarships, however, we give a *20% fee
reduction to our best B.Sc. and M.Sc. biology students*, from the second year on,
determined by their performance in the previous year.
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

ErikaTóth Ph.D. associate professor
totherika@caesar.elte.hu
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567

Name of the programme:

Chemistry

Level of the programme:

BSc

Length of the programme: 6 semester
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English
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Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept. 2012.

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of
Chemistry
Short description of the programme:
Our curriculum for the BSc degree ensures a firm and broad basic education in chemistry
and science.
Career opprotunities: Those completing this degree course will be able to enter the foursemester MSc program if they wish.
Requirements:
Students with completed secondary school education—having received the equivalent of
General Certificate of Education (UK) or high school diploma (US), including the preuniversity programme in countries where applicable—can apply for this programme.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

2400

2400

Application fee

160

160

Registration fee

60

60

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Application form: http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/engedu_appl.htm
Further information: http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/;
http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/engedu_bsc6.htm
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Imre Salma, Associate Professor
salma@chem.elte.hu
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567
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Name of the programme:

Physics

Level of the programme:

BSc

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

180

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept. 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University:
Short description of the programme:
Strengths of the programme:
Specialisations:







physicist
applied physics (informatics oriented)
biophysics
astronomy
geophysics
meteorology

physics + X teacher.
Requirements:
The successful applicant must be at least 17 years of age, a graduate from a high school or
a senior secondary school (with graduation equivalent to the General Certificate of Education
[UK] or high school diploma [US]), or must have at least three completed years of a four-year
secondary school where the last year is a pre-university programme. The prerequisite of
acceptance is a good command of English.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

2900

2900

Application fee

160

160

Registration fee

60

60

Other costs
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*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Further information: http://ion.elte.hu/kredit/Intezet/Physics_Programs_in_English.html
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Gyula Bene senior research scientist
bene@poe.elte.hu
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567
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GRADUATE, MASTER (M.A., M.SC.) PROGRAMMES
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY


Psychology
HUMANITIES






American Studies
English Studies
History
European Territories (Civilisation, nation, region, city):Identity and
Development, TEMA Erasmus Mundus Master Course (JOINT
PROGRAMME)












French (major of Romance Studies)
German (major of Germanic studies)
German as a minority language and literature (major of Germanic
studies)
Hungarian Studies
Logic and Theory of Science
Polish Language and Literature
Portugese (major of Romance Studies)
Romanian (major of Romance Studies)
Russian Language and Literature
Spanish (major of Romance Studies)
SCIENCE







Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Physics
Postgraduate Master Course in Forensic Science (JOINT
PROGRAMME)



MeiCogSci: Middle European interdisciplinary master programme in
Cognitive Science (JOINT PROGRAMME)
SOCIAL SCIENCES


Ethnic and Minority Studies
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EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Name of the programme:

Psychology

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

IZU Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – 4 July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Education and Psychology,
Institute of Psychology
Short description of the programme:
The aim of the qualification is to train psychologist professionals who master the theories and
methods of the science of psychology at an advanced level, are proficient in the various
fields of psychology, possess the skills and techniques of the psychologist profession, and
are able to apply these to help individuals, groups or organisations develop and improve.
Further aims are to present recent theoretical and practical material, to establish professional
skills and commitment for the profession within the field of psychology at a level that gives a
solid foundation of knowledge that enables the student to practice psychology as a vocation
independently at a master level, to participate in postgraduate courses and to attend further
training in doctoral schools. A master of psychology is characterised by expansive and
integrated professional and theoretical knowledge, the creative adaptation of the methods of
academic knowledge, psychological responsiveness and communicational efficacy through
the utilisation of personal resources along with a high degree of professional commitment.
Strengths of the programme:
The foreign language qualification of ELTE has a long history stemming from the
internationally known workshops and the teachers who are also recognised internationally.
The English Language University Programmes in Psychology (hereafter: ELUP) exists since
1991, as an English language version of the Hungarian curriculum. During these 19 years
the Institute welcomed 50-60 students per year from a wide range of foreign countries.
As one can see, the foreign student/teacher ratio supports a tutorial-like atmosphere which
can boost communication and guidance effectiveness among the students and their
teachers.
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Regarding headcount, the professional preparedness, administrative capacity and
infrastructural conditions of the institute, the Faculty of Education and Psychology at ELTE is
the best Institute of Psychology in Hungary.
Career opportunities:
The Psychology Master degree gives qualification as a psychologist in health activities, in
educational and organisational settings, in developmental issues and in research. With the
specialisation in Clinical and Health Psychology, psychologists will be able to use their
knowledge professionally and efficiently in the scientifically claimed examination of the
healthy or pathologically altered processes of the psyche, in supporting the diagnostics and
treatment of patients with psychic or somatic diseases in the research and practice of
disease prevention and health promotion.
The programme also prepares students for the practical co-operation with other
professionals in health care and gives a fine basis to a successful participation in
interdisciplinary research, doctorate courses or postgraduate courses.
The programme is compatible with the Bologna system and EuroPsy requirements, as well
as the regulations of some other non-EU countries, which means the degree is internationally
recognised and gives an opportunity to work in the field all over the world.
Requirements:
Psychology or Psychology-related (e.g. Behaviour Science) Degree (BA or higher)
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

4200€

4200€

120

120

Other costs
Application fee
Way of application:
Applicatioin deadline: 15 April 2012
Apply by sending the application form, CV, two recent passport photographs, a copy of your
passport, a copy of your certificate, a copy of the official translation of the certificate (if still at
school, records of the last two years), and a copy of the money order of the application fee
and entrance exam fee.
The entrance examination consists of 2 essays about psychology. The essays are based on
Atkinson & Hilgard’s Introduction to Psychology by Smith, E. E., Nolen-Hoeksema, S.,
Fredrickson, B. L., Loftus, G. R., published by Wadsworth/Thomson Learning, Belmont, 2003
(14th edition).
No later than three weeks after the entrance exam the applicant will be informed about the
decision by email and by post.
Further information: http://ppk.elte.hu/psychology
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Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Nóra Gaál
elup@ppk.elte.hu
Petia Kojouharova
elup@ppk.elte.hu
Izabella u. 46, Budapest 1064, Hungary
(+36) 1 461 2600/5664
(+36) 1 461 4528

HUMANITIES
Name of the programme:

American Studies

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June/July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, School of English
and American Studies (SEAS)
Short description of the programme:
The robust presence of the United States throughout the world, well observable in the
contexts of politics, economy, and culture, calls for a body of experts who – aside from
having excellent English language skills – have a specialised knowledge in the history,
politics, society, culture, language, and literature of the United States. With this aim in mind,
the MA programme in American Studies seeks to impart its graduates with the necessary
theoretical knowledge and practical skills that can be fruitfully utilised in both private and
public sector establishments interested in the communication and/or representation of
American values and interests.
Strengths of the programme:
Students will acquire:



a sound knowledge of and fluency in American English (oral and written, academic
style)
in-depth knowledge of the culture, history, and literature of the United States
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in-depth knowledge of the determining communicational channels of the United
States (TV, press, internet, etc.).

Career opportunities:



in all fields requiring a university degree without specifications of majors
in PhD programmes requiring a major specific degree

Requirements:



you must have a BA in English or a similar degree or
you must meet at least the following language proficiency requirements (officially
proved):






TOEFL PBT (Paper-based test): 550 or
TOEFL iBT (Internet-based test): 90 or
IELTS (International English Language Testing System): 5.0/5.5/6.0 or
CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference): B2

You must also submit a transcript of records (full).
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students
850€

non EEA Students
850€

Other costs
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline: 20 August 2012
Further information: http://seaswiki.elte.hu/studies
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Attila Starevic, PhD
starcevic.attila@btk.elte.hu
Bíró, József
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext.
+36 1-485-5229
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Name of the programme:

English Studies

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June/July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, School of
English and American Studies (SEAS)
Short description of the programme:
Students opting for MA in English will become proficient at producing academic and mediaoriented publications in the fields of English literature and English language-based cultures,
mediating in English and Hungarian in specialised cultural, economic and political areas,
teaching and transmitting knowledge concerning English literature and English languagebased cultures and societies.
Strengths of the programme:
The aim of the specialisation track in English applied linguistics is to help students acquire
linguistic knowledge for understanding how language is acquired and used in practice. The
practical skills acquired in the programme are applicable in a variety of professions, while the
familiarity with conducting research provides the foundation for further studies at PhD level.
Students who decide to choose the English theoretical linguistic track will become
acquainted with the high level of analysis required in the fields of phonology, morphology,
syntax, etymology and history of English (and other) language(s). Students will thus gain an
insight into the minutiae of analysis of modern (and classical) schools of linguistics. There
are also other specialisation tracks available with a wealth of opportunities for discovery and
pursuance of one’s interests.
Career opportunities:



in all fields requiring a university degree without specifications of majors
in PhD programmes requiring a major specific degree

Requirements:



you must have a BA in English or a similar degree or
you must meet at least the following language proficiency requirements (officially
proved):



TOEFL PBT (Paper-based test): 550 or
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TOEFL iBT (Internet-based test): 90 or
IELTS (International English Language Testing System): 5.0/5.5/6.0 or
CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference): B2

You must also submit a transcript of records (full).
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

Other costs

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline: 20 August 2012
Further information: http://seaswiki.elte.hu/studies
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Attila Starevic, PhD
starcevic.attila@btk.elte.hu
Bíró, József
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext.
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme: History (Specialisation: History of civilisation, globalisation and
European territories, 19th and 20th centuries
Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June/July 2014
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Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, School of
English and American Studies (SEAS)
Short description of the programme:
The course offers a broad historical view on the history of Europe and that of the related
territories and a special set of seminars and tutorials on the problems of
-

international relationships in a wide sense;

-

the political, economic, social, and cultural questions related to globalisation;

-

civilisational interactions, multiculturalism;

-

schools and systems of international relationships;

-

theories connected to globalisation and to international relationships;

-

history of traditional diplomacy; questions of war and peace, revolutions, uprisings,
terrorism, security policy; place and role of European and outer-European World in
international relationships;

-

colonisation, decolonisation; structure and changes of The Great Power’s club, the
history of participants in the 19th-20th century; questions of small states and
regionalism; interactions, disintegrations in Europe;

-

minority movements, questions of migrations;

-

political régimes: the path from feudalism to civil society;
parliamentarism, authoritarian systems, dictatorships, democracies.

constitutional

Strengths of the programme:
The History Institute of ELTE has a rare advantage of being able to cover European and
World History from the antiquities to the most recent times. Students can profit from this
special hub of knowledge to find the proper period and/or the area in history most relevant to
their interests as well as studying a broad description of history following special
problématiques such as mentalities, politics, civil society, etc. There is also an excellent
opportunity to learn how to read between the lines by using historical hermeneutics and the
tacit knowledge of Central European historians brewed under different dictatorial régimes.
Career opportunities:
Historical knowledge and the capacity to analyse texts, contexts and situations from a
broader point of view make our students popular in all decision-making circumstances.
Students majoring in History at ELTE can be great researchers, teachers and decision
makers in the fields of culture, economics, and politics.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€
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Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Further information: http://seaswiki.elte.hu/studies
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Gábor Sonkoly
sonkoly.gabor@btk.elte.hu
Bíró, József
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext.
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme: European Territories (Civilisation, nation, region, city):Identity
and Development, TEMA Erasmus Mundus Master Course
Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

French and English

Place of the Programme:

Trefort Campus and one of the universities of the
consortium

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Atelier
Short description of the programme:
The 2-year-long (120 ECTS) European Master Course TEMA – European Territories
(Civilisation, Nation, Region, City): Identity and Development proposes the analysis of
political use and scientific representation of territorial units (civilization, nation, region, city) in
an interdisciplinary, research-based curriculum.
Organised in four major modules: civilization, nation, region and city, that represent four
research scales, as well as four different approaches to historical, political, social, and
cultural issues of space and those of territory, the TEMA Master provides students with an in57
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depth understanding of European cohesion policy and regional development emphasising on
legal framework and scientific analysis.
Strengths of the programme:
An individual tutorial supervision is offered to each student. The students receive a
systematic introduction to scientific research within the framework of the methodological
seminars in view of defending their master thesis in the 4th semester.
TEMA Master Course is offered by a consortium of the following European universities:
Eötvös Loránd University of Budapest, Hungary, École des Hautes Études en Sciences
Sociales of Paris, France, University of Catania, Italy, and Charles University of Prague,
Czech Republic.
Career opportunities:
TEMA graduates receive double or multiple degrees (according to their mobility track), as
well as a diploma supplement at the end of their studies, allowing them to enter into the
professions in the area of local, regional, national and European territorial administration, in
urban planning and research institutions.
Requirements:
To apply for Master TEMA students must hold a first degree (BA/BSc /180 ECTS/) in History,
Geography, Anthropology, Ethnography, Cultural studies, Urban Studies, Nationalism
Studies, Law, Economy, Administration. The selection is based on academic excellence and
proficiency in English and in French, which are the languages of instruction.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students
1000€

non EEA Students
3000€

No other fees will be charged for application to TEMA Master Course.
Way of application:
An on-line application form must be registered at www.mastertema.eu and a complete
application package must be sent by post to the TEMA Secretariat before 20 May 2012
(date of postmark).
Erasmus Mundus Scholarship:
The Erasmus Mundus programme offers two categories of scholarships to students selected
by the consortium. The number of available scholarships is defined on a yearly basis.
Category A scholarships
Candidates who fulfil the Third country students criteria* are eligible for a category A
Erasmus Mundus scholarship, awarded on the basis of academic excellence.
The scholarship consists of a 1000 € monthly allowance, a contribution to travel, installation
and any other type of cost up to 4000 € per year and a maximum contribution to the Master
Course participation costs (including insurance coverage) up to 4000 € per semester.
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The monthly allowance amount may be increased in order to help cover the additional costs
of students with special needs.
Category B scholarships
Candidates who fulfil the European students criteria* are eligible for a category B Erasmus
Mundus scholarship, awarded on the basis of academic excellence.
The scholarship consists of a 500€ monthly allowance and a maximum contribution to the
Master Course participation costs up to 2000€ per semester.
The monthly allowance amount may be increased in order to help cover the additional costs
of students with special needs.
* Third country students : students from countries other than a Member State of the
European Union, an EEA-EFTA State (Iceland, Norway, and Lichtenstein), who are not
residents nor have carried out their main activity (studies, training or work) for more than a
total of 12 months as from the 28th of February 2006 in one of these countries.
* European students: students selected by the consortium who do not fulfill the above
mentioned criteria.
Please note that only category A scholarships should be considered as full scholarships.
Category B scholarships have to be considered as a financial contribution to the student’s
costs.
Students who apply for scholarship categories A and B
An on-line application form must be registered at www.mastertema.eu and a complete
application package must be sent by post to the TEMA Secretariat before 10 January 2012
(date of postmark).
Further information: http:// www.mastertema.eu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone/Fax:

Gábor Sonkoly
csizmadia@ludens.elte.hu
Ms. Dominika Csizmadia
csizmadia@ludens.elte.hu
Múzeum krt 6-8 1088 Budapest Hungary
+36-1-485-52-08

Name of the programme:

French language, literature, and culture

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time
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ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

French

Place of the Programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of French language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The history of teaching French at our department
dates back 235 years and the department is the largest and oldest of its kind in Hungary.
High quality teaching is ensured by 20 qualified tutors and 3 native speaking lectors.
MA students participate in a training encompassing the French language, literature, and
culture. Detailed curriculum can be found at our homepage.
The MA is concluded by the preparation and successful defence of a thesis.
Strengths of the programme:
During the training students will









gain knowledge of contemporary questions in French literature research (history of
literature from medieval times up until present, hispanic literature, etc.)
obtain practice in scientific literature analysis
acquaint themselves with the methodology of literature research and gains
experience in research
delve into the various techniques of French text composition
improve oral skills in the foreign language
get a deeper understanding of linguistics, study current fields of linguistic research
(e.g., simultaneous linguistics, language history, descriptive lnguistics, textual
linguistics, lixicology, phraseology, sociolinguistics, etc.)
practice translation

Career opportunities:
MA level studies in humanities within the modern philology field, especially in the case of the
French studies which consider the needs of the labour market, tend to strive to produce
professionals who meet the increasingly growing requirements of intellectual occupations
mostly related to services (field of arts, social sciences track, journalism, text composition,
translation, drafting of tenders, etc.), while at the same time prepare them for broader topics
for assistant positions related to humanities. Furthermore, it is important to note the
increasing demand for humanities graduates, irrespective of their study tracks, who are
equipped with general knowledge, empathy, and high level of communication skills, for
positions of deputy manager, expert of human policy, etc.
The training emphasises preparation for scientific research and provides an excellent
opportunity to continue studies at the PhD level.
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Requirements:




BA degree in Romance studies with a French track or
Equivalent college diploma or
At least 50 credits of previous studies pertaining to the French track of Romance
studies with a certificate of advanced language skills in French

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://frantan.elte.hu
Contact information:
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

József BÍRÓ
arts@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

German language, literature, and culture

Level of the programme:

MA

Krisztina Horváth
horvath.krisztina@btk.elte.hu

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

German

Place of the Programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Germanic studies, Department of German language and literature
Short description of the programme:
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The MA training contains subjects in the field of linguistics that provide adequate (both
theoretical and methodological) fundamental knowledge in the areas of linguistics such as
linguistic systems and applied linguistics (sociolinguistics, pragmatics, the connection
between language and the media, etc.). Furthermore, aside from the distinguished vocational
training students may delve into special fields of interest in the form of specialisations and
acquaint themselves with recent areas of research and scientific debates in general as well
as German linguistics.
The MA programme attempts to prepare future research carried out in the fields of literature
and cultural science from aspects of literature history, theory, cultural and media science
together with providing comprehensive knowledge and development of skills for students not
continuing their studies at the PhD level. In this way students may be offered subjects
specialising in specific problems related to the literature and culture of German-speaking
countries, thereby offering a chance to study interdisciplinary literature by focusing on
characteristics of certain eras, authors and literary pieces with respect to genre theory,
sociology of literature, aesthetics, history of arts, and theory of literature. Seminars provide
an opportunity to study very specific topics directly linked to areas of research.
Strengths of the programme:
Further branching of studies is possible in order to study certain areas more closely and
prepare the student for a possible scientific career in the future. Making use of the
advantages of the institute students have the possibility for an MA training in comparative
German studies.
Teaching is supplemented by the international agreements of the institute and the extensive
scientific contributions of its professors. This provides an opportunity for students to delve
into recent areas of research in language, literature, and culture sciences.
Career opportunities:
Graduates will be able to make use of the knowledge and skills obtained in various fields of
cultural life (publishing, written and visual media, cultural institutions, certain areas of public
administration and economy), with the most outstanding students getting the opportunity to
carry out scientific research in their PhD studies.
Requirements:
Ba degree in the relevant field or equivalent vocational training
Official certificate of advanced language proficiency (KER C1 level) in German
Entrance examination:
Cover letter of 3 to 5 pages, pretyped (reasons for choosing MA studies, career goals, future
plans)
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850 €

Way of application:
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To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://germanistik.elte.hu
Contact information:
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Erzsébet Knipf, PhD
elte.germanistik@gmail.com
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

German as a minority language and literature

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

German

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Germanic studies, Department of German language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The MA training contains subjects in the field of linguistics that provide adequate (both
theoretical and methodological) fundamental knowledge in the areas of linguistics such as
linguistic systems and applied linguistics (sociolinguistics, pragmatics, the connection
between language and the media, etc.). The backbone of the MA training comprises of
lectures and seminars on the history and theory of literature, culture and media sciences. In
this way students may be offered subjects specialising in specific problems related to the
literature and culture of German-speaking countries, thereby offering a chance to study
interdisciplinary literature by focusing on characteristics of certain eras, authors and literary
pieces with respect to genre theory, sociology of literature, aesthetics, history of arts, and
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theory of literature. Seminars provide an opportunity to study very specific topics directly
linked to areas of research.
The German as a minority language and literature MA produces proficient graduates in
German who have a thorough understanding of the culture, language use, and literature of
the Germans of Hungary.
In the form of a focus track worth 40 credits students acquire comprehensive knowledge of
the structural system, branches of literature science, schools, topics in literature history, and
the areas of culture, the interaction between language, culture, and literature and its
mediations with a synchornic and diachronic approach of the German language.
Furthermore, the major gives a good understanding of topics of minority studies, more
specifically the language, language use, history, literary activity, culture, and sense of identity
of the Germans of Hungary. In parallel with the training in systematic language and literature
science of an interdisciplinary nature, during their training in theory and practice students
attain general and specific knowledge of the methodology developed for schools of minorities
which enable them to utilise their knowledge and skills in the German language and the field
of ethnic and minority sciences.
Strengths of the programme:
Further branching of studies is possible in order to study certain areas more closely and
prepare the student for a possible scientific career in the future.
It has always been characteristic of the programme to connect research with teaching activity
by involving students in the process of data collection and research. One of the focuses of
the Centre of Research and Teacher Training for Germans in Hungary (operating within the
Institute of Germanic studies) is research on topics relating to the past and present of the
Germans of Hungary (history, language, literature, and culture). Two largescale projects (i.e.,
the Atlas of German in Hungary and the Dictionary of Regional German in Hungary)
endorsed by the department attest to the high standards of research carried out. The Centre
works in close co-operation with German organisations in Hungary, institutions of all levels of
education, the German media in Hungary, local governments, and museums. The Centre
has its own collection of archives (audio, library, corpora) which the students have access to.
Associates of the Centre are senior publishers in the topic of Germans of Hungary and they
are responsible for multiple series of texts.
Career opportunities:
Graduates will be able to make use of the knowledge and skills obtained in various fields of
cultural life (publishing, written and visual media, cultural institutions, certain areas of public
administration and economy), with the most outstanding students getting the opportunity to
carry out scientific research in their PhD studies.
Requirements:
Ba degree in the relevant field or equivalent vocational training
Official certificate of advanced language proficiency (KER C1 level) in German
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Entrance examination:
Cover letter of 3 to 5 pages, pretyped (reasons for choosing MA studies, career goals, future
plans)
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://germanistik.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Maria Erb, PhD
elte.germanistik@gmail.com
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Hungarian Studies

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

Hungarian

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5. September 2012-

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
History
Short description of the programme:
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The interdisciplinary hungarology MA provides comprehensive knowledge on the Hungarian
cultural legacy, identifies its unique traits, and its European as well as regional counterparts
and embeddedness. It aims to provide a perspective which enables the Hungarian national
culture to be interpreted within different cultural codes as well as to observe different cultures
unprejudiced. The courses assume historical, scientific, literary, linguistic, and ethnic aspects
in studying Hungarian culture. The extent to which students focus on the various study fields
depends on the chosen study track from history, literature, linguistics, and Hungarian as a
foreign language. It is a prerequisite for applicants to hold a BA degree in the equivalent field
in order to be admitted. The training does not require a track to be chosen.
Strengths of the programme:
The hungarology MA of the Faculty of Humanities of ELTE aims to offer a deeper and more
versatile knowledge to outstanding foreign students than other hungarology studies abroad.
High standards and the plethora of specialisation options are ensured by the involvement of
our most influential institutes in the training. These are the Institute of History, the Istitute of
Hungarian Language and of Finno–Ugrian Studies, and the Institute of Hungarian Literature.
For the foreign hungarologist the opportunity to study at the greatest faculty of humanities in
Hungary, in the Hungarian language, and together with Hungarian students guarantees
quality in both their competence as well as knowledge.
Career opportunities:
Graduates will be suitable for tasks involving the introduction of the Hungarian cultural legacy
and research related to it. They will be able to mediate between Hungarian and other
cultures they are familiar with and effectively co-operate in cultural and scientific fields via
their intercultural competences. These skills are gaining more and more importance with the
advancment of the European integration and regional co-operation and the spread of
multiculturalism. The qualification provides relevant knowledge and skills both on the foreign
and the Hungarian labour market.
Graduating students will be able to settle in the different areas of cultural services primarily
(e.g., media, teaching, cultural tourism, diplomacy). Futhermore, graduates also have the
chance to lay the foundations of a scientific career the interdiscipinary and intercultural
nature of the programme helps to achieve in addition to orientating towards modern
branches of research. Students choosing a study track will develop deeper knowledge and
skills withing their sub-field, which provides a suitable starting point to PhD training.
Requirements:
1. BA degree in hungarology, linguistics, literature, or history. The study track the student can
choose within the hungarology MA is determined by the BA degree.
2. Certificate of advanced language skills in Hungarian in order for the applicant to
successfully participate in lectures and seminars in Hungarian.

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850 €

850 €
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Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

20 August 2012

Gábor Richly
gabor.richly@bbi.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Logic and Theory of Science

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:
Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – 10 June 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Department of
Logic
Short description of the programme:
The programme focuses on logic and its applications in the philosophy of science,
particularly in the foundations of mathematics, physics, linguistics, and the social sciences.
Beyond a few core courses and a joint four-semester seminar series, providing a kind of
common background to all students, we offer the following four optional modules: Logic and
the Philosophy of Mathematics, Foundations of Physics, Logic in Linguistics and Models in
the Social Sciences.
Strengths of the programme:
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The programme aims at developing research abilities of the students. Its central part is the
Logic and its Applications Seminar of the Department of Logic where students and staff
members discuss their works in progress.
Career opportunities
The programme is designed for those who want to continue their studies on postgraduate
level. Graduates will have good chances to apply to PhD schools in philosophy,
mathematics, linguistics, informatics, physics, economics, and sociology.
Requirements:
BA/BSc in philosophy, mathematics, physics, linguistics or economics.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information:

http://phil.elte.hu/logic/ma.html

Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

András Máté
mate@ludens.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Polish Language and Literature MA

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

Polish
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Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Slavonic and Baltic Studies, Department of Polish Studies
Short description of the programme:
The goal of the MA studies is to acquire comprehensive knowledge of Polish literature from
its early period to our age in a European context, as well as to acquire extensive knowledge
of Polish grammar and the history of the language. Moreover, students get acquainted with
the latest theories in linguistics, sociolinguitics, textology, lexicology, stylistics, and
phraseology. Developing both oral and written proficiency in Polish is an important
component of our education programme.
Strengths of the programme:
Students who graduate from our university with an MA degree in Polish have general
knowledge of philology with specialisation in Polish literature and linguistics. Our department
specialises in linguistics in general and in the linguistic image of the world, cognitive
linguistics and lexicology in particular.
Career opportunities:
Graduates of our university have opportunity to work for Polish and/or Hungarian joint
companies in the field of culture, in the tourist industry, or to find work related to co-operation
between Poland and Hungary in general.
Requirements:
GCE examination, BA degree, command of Polish at intermediate level

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850 €

850 €

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://szlavintezet.elte.hu/index.shtml
http://szlavintezet.elte.hu/lengyel/index.shtml
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Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Zsuzsanna Ráduly
raduly.zsuzsanna@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Portugese language, literature, and culture

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

Portugese

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of French language and literature
Short description of the programme:
The Portuguese MA study programme goes deeply into the majors studied during the BA
period. Students study literary and linguistic theory, medieval literature, literature of the 19 th
century and the modern age of Portugal and Brazil, focusing on the work of the most
distinguished authors. In linguistics, studies of the history of the language are followed by
courses of lexicology, morphology and syntax. There are some courses of translation of
scientific texts and courses of composing scientific studies and essays.
Strengths of the programme:
The aim of this Portuguese MA-programme is to train students of Portuguese linguistics and
literature who would like to achieve a scientific career at a high level in the future and
prepare participants for PhD. studies. This way the professors and lecturers of the course
closely follow the development of the students, who also have the opportunity to study at a
Portuguese University (in the Erasmus mobility) for one semester and study with visiting
professors who give lectures in the Portuguese Department.
Career opportunities:
The MA students of Portuguese finish their training with a high level of knowledge of
Portuguese. Thus, they can work as language teachers in public schools or language
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schools, can work in editorial offices as editors or translators, in ministries like the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs or Foreign Trade and in International companies in leading positions.
Requirements:


BA degree in Portuguese or Portuguese minor (with a B2-C1 language exam if the
students choose to become language teachers)

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://frantan.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Ferenc Pál, Ph.D.
pal.ferenc@btk.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Romanian language, literature, and culture

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

Romanian

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of French language and literature
Short description of the programme:
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MA level studies in humanities within the modern philology field tend to strive to produce
professionals who meet the increasingly growing requirements of intellectual occupations
mostly related to services (field of arts, social sciences track, journalism, text composition,
translation, drafting of tenders, etc.), while at the same time prepare them for broader topics
for assistant positions related to humanities. Furthermore, it is important to note the
increasing demand for humanities graduates, irrespective of their study tracks, who are
equipped with general knowledge, empathy, and high level of communication skills, for
positions of deputy manager, expert of human policy, etc.
The training emphasises preparation for scientific research and provides an excellent
opportunity to continue studies at the PhD level.
Strengths of the programme:
The significance of the Romanian language was greatly increased on 1 January 2007 when
Romania entered the European Union which made Romanian an official language of the EU.
Thus it is important to train people with excellent Romaninan language proficiency and
knowledge of culture and literature not only for every-day communication but also for the
economic advantages to be gained. It is important to note that the department of Romanian
philology plays a more important role than in the west owing to geographical, historical, and
cultural reasons. Thus the training pays special attention to highlighting cultural and literary
ties between Hungary and Romania.
Career opportunities:
Opportunities for graduates include positions related to Romanian language and culture, and
with the EU membership of Hungary and Romania a plethora of difficulties arose concerning
language and communication, publishing, mass media, ministerial connections, foreign
affairs and cultural relations, diplomacy, and tourism in particular.
Requirements:




BA degree in Romance studies with a French track or
Equivalent college diploma or
At least 50 credits of previous studies pertaining to the French track of Romance
studies with a certificate of advanced language skills in French

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:

20 August 2012

Further information: http://romantanszek.elte.hu
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Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Russian Language and Literature

Level of the programme:

MA

Levente Nagy
nagy.levente@btk.elte.hu

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5. September 2012 – July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Slavonic and Baltic Studies, Department of Russian Language and Literature
Short description of the programme:
The MA programme consists of a basic common part compulsory for everybody (68 credits)
and an optional specialisation (22 credits). The basic part covers studies in descriptive and
historical linguistics as well as in literary criticism, and it also contains language practice
seminars. The MA programme gives an opportunity to choose from four different
specialisations such as 1) Russian linguistics, 2) the history of Russian literature and literary
criticism, 3) Russian literature–world literature comparative studies, 4) intercultural
communication.
Strengths of the programme:
The structure of the MA programme is flexible, and the choice among the four kinds of
specialisations fulfils the needs of students with various interests. From each specialisation
students can go on to PhD programmes offered by the department (in Russian linguistics or
Russian literature). The strength of the MA programme is indicated by the scientific
achievements of the department staff (four professors have a DSc degree) and the
professional career of the students who have already completed the MA programme. It is
quite plausible that the labour market demands students from all these specialisations.
Career opportunities:
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Apart from the education sector, the career opportunities of students with an MA degree in
Russian language and literature embrace the economic, cultural, political, and social spheres
as well.
Requirements:
BA in the Russian Language, at least medium state degree in Russian.

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850 €

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

20 August 2012

Prof. László Jászay
jaszay@ludens.elte.hu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

Spanish language, literature, and culture

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

Spanish

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Romance studies, Department of Spanish language and literature
Short description of the programme:
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MA students shall participate in a thorough training in the Spanish language, literature, and
culture. The curriculum can be found at the homepage. The MA is concluded by the
preparation and successful defence of a thesis.
Strengths of the programme:
During the training students will









gain knowledge of contemporary questions in Spanish literature research (history of
literature from medieval times up until present, hispanic literature, etc.)
obtain practice in scientific literature analysis
acquaint themselves with the methodology of literature research and gains
experience in research
delve into the various techniques of Spanish text composition
improve oral skills in the foreign language
get a deeper understanding of linguistics, study current fields of linguistic research
(e.g., simultaneous linguistics, language history, descriptive lnguistics, textual
linguistics, lixicology, phraseology, sociolinguistics, etc.)
practice translation

Career opportunities:
MA level studies in humanities within the modern philology field, especially in the case of the
Spanish studies which consider the needs of the labour market, tend to strive to produce
professionals who meet the increasingly growing requirements of intellectual occupations
mostly related to services (field of arts, social sciences track, journalism, text composition,
translation, drafting of tenders, etc.), while at the same time prepare them for broader topics
for assistant positions related to humanities. Furthermore, it is important to note the
increasing demand for humanities graduates, irrespective of their study tracks, who are
equipped with general knowledge, empathy, and high level of communication skills, for
positions of deputy manager, expert of human policy, etc.
The training emphasises preparation for scientific research and provides an excellent
opportunity to continue studies at the PhD level.
Requirements:




BA degree in Romance studies with a Spanish track or
Equivalent college diploma or
At least 50 credits of previous studies pertaining to the Spanish track of Romance
studies with a certificate of advanced language skills in Spanish

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

850€

850€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
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http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/BA/foreign, http://www.btk.elte.hu/en/Alias-129
Application deadline:
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

20 August 2012

László Scholz, Ph.D.
laszlo.scholz@oberlin.edu
József Bíró
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Name of the programme:

EIT ICT Labs Master School Security and Privacy

Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Joint programme

Entry points:



Technical University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany
University of Trento, Trento, Italy
Exit points:








Technical University of Berlin
Eötvös Loránd University
Technical University of Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
Saarland University, Saarbrücken, Germany
University of Twente (3TU), Twente, Nederlands
University of Trento, Trento, Italy

Start date of the programme:

3 Sept 2012 – 31 July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Informatics
Short description of the programme:
The dream education is now a reality - we are now launching the EIT ICT Labs Master
School's programmes in ICT Innovation!
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The ICT innovation programmes are unique in their combination of a technical major and a
minor in Innovation & Entrepreneurship. Graduates receive double degrees and EIT ICT
Labs certificates. Throughout the 2 year programmes there is provided funded travels to
various European countries for kick-offs, winter camps and summer schools. The mobility
feature also includes choosing an entry university for the first year and then for the second
year another European top university where you will fulfill your master’s thesis. Hands-on
experience from guaranteed high level internships and a mentoring program with one of the
leading research or business organisations committed to the EIT ICT Labs Master School
are also essential ingredients.
Strengths of the programme:
Advanced Cryptography (ELTE)
Description: Security and Privacy are very important for citizens and customers using ITbased systems. The specialization focuses on the general ideas, techniques and methods of
Applied Cryptography as well as on the theoretical background and solid knowledge, putting
security in a wider context. Security and Privacy is considered both from the technological
and from the economical point of view, which supports decisions in many practical cases.
Learning Outcomes:
Graduates are
• able to manage all the typical cryptographic challenges in IT-Systems
• able to develop cryptosystems under various circumstances
• aware of the theoretical and practical background.
Career opportunities:
Successful graduates will easily find positions in companies that provide product services,
such as Telecom companies, Financial Institutes, Software and Hardware vendors, et al,
who require a high assurance in their ICT systems.
Graduates of the S&P major should also be in a good position to start their own company,
providing product or technology development, business development or consultancy
services.
Another career option is an advanced research career in industry and academy, including
PhD education at the involved universities and at other top universities. Last but not least,
the governmental security agencies lack a qualified pool of systems security engineers
despite the hype about cyber attacks and security breaches that seem to flood the media.
Requirements:
Applicants must have completed a Bachelor's degree encompassing a minimum of 180
ECTS credits or equivalent academic qualifications from an internationally recognized
university.
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A B.Sc. degree in computer science is the primary target group. Nevertheless, outstanding
bachelor students from other disciplines, such as mathematics, electrical engineering,
computer engineering, or information systems sciences with solid skills in mathematics,
electrical engineering, software design and programming can also be accepted.
Students in their final year of undergraduate education may also apply and if qualified,
receive a conditional offer. If you have not completed your studies, please include a written
statement from the degree administration office (or equivalent department), confirming that
you are enrolled on the final year of your education and giving your expected completion
date. If you receive a conditional offer, you should present your degree certificate to the
Admissions Office before 15 August 2012. Applicants following longer technical programmes
and who have completed courses equivalent to an amount of 180 ECTS, will be considered
on a case-by-case basis.
Applicants must provide proof of their English language proficiency, which is most commonly
established through an internationally recognized test.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3000€

8000€

Please note that the tuition fees do not cover all minor study-related costs, such as fees to
student unions, at the respective universities. Note that you do not need to pay an application
fee for this application.
Way of application:
Note that all applicants need to submit a complete application package consisting of the
following documents before 15 February 2012.
1. A signed cover sheet (generated from the web-based application at
www.universityadmissions.se)
2. A duly certified copy of your bachelor’s degree in original language and translated
into English (Read more about conditional acceptance in case of ongoing studies).
3. A duly certified copy of your transcript of records in original language and translated
into English. All courses taken must be included.
4. Proof of English proficiency.
5. A Curriculum Vitae including details on your academic and professional career.
6. A letter of motivation in which you prove your innovative potential. For this purpose
we ask you to discuss or propose an entrepreneurial idea (1 page of summary, 2
additional pages for details).
7. A certified copy of passport or other kind of identification in English.
8. Two letters of recommendation (from professors of the most recently attended higher
institution or recent employers).
Applications are processed in three steps:
1. Document legacy and eligibility control regarding academic background and English
proficiency (KTH Admissions Office on behalf of the EIT ICT Labs Master School
Office)
2. Control of specific admission requirements for each major applied for (Technical
Major Programme Committee)
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3. Ranking (Technical Major Programme Committee)
The ranking is based on a total evaluation of the following criteria:
- Suitability of acquired bachelor degree for intended study program
- Academic excellence (Quality and recognition of home university, Study success)
- Entrepreneurial excellence
- Innovative potential
Please be aware that becoming accepted to a technical major does not guarantee that you
will be assigned to your mobility option preference. Selected applicants will be offered a
study track based on preference and availability. If an applicant cannot be offered a seat in
the preferred study track an alternative track will be offered.
Please note that the tuition fees do not cover all minor study-related costs, such as fees to
student unions, at the respective universities.
Note that you do not need to pay an application fee for this application.
Application
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/Application.aspx
Application deadline:

form:

April 30, 2012

Scholarships:
EIT ICT Labs has reserved funding for scholarships covering personal expenses on the level
of 9000 Euro per year and student. For the most highly ranked admitted students (as a
minimum 30%), we will provide fee waivers.
Scholarship application deadline: February 15. 2012
Way of application:
The admission procedure for the EIT ICT Labs Master's Programme is organized centrally
from Sweden by the KTH Admissions Office. Please read the admission requirements and
application instructions before sending your documents.
Please note that applications after deadline will be accepted. Late applications will be
processed subject to time, availability and resources.
The application consists of four steps:






Create a user account in Nya, the web-based national Swedish admission system
(universityadmissions.se).
Make a web-based application.
Print cover sheet and send it with application documents to the address:
(1) University Admissions in Sweden
FE 1
SE-833 83 Strömsund
SWEDEN.
Fill out the complementary information form.
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In the application the student has to specify:



Two technical majors in priority order
Two entry point universities in priority order

Two exit point universities in priority order.
Further information:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/eit/
http://eitictlabs.masterschool.eu/
Contact information
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Dr. Zoltán Istenes
istenes@inf.elte.hu
Ms. Katalin Réti
katalin-reti@caesar.elte.hu
+36 1-372-2500 ext. 1937
+36 1-381-2236

Name of the programme:

EIT ICT Labs Master School Service Design and Engineering

Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:
Entry points:
Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Nederlands (TU/e)
Exit points:
Aalto University
Eindhoven University of Technology
Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE)
University of Trento, Trento, Italy (UNITN)
Start date of the programme:

3 Sept 2012 – 31 July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Informatics
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Short description of the programme:
The dream education is now a reality - we are now launching the EIT ICT Labs Master
School's programmes in ICT Innovation!
The ICT innovation programmes are unique in their combination of a technical major and a
minor in Innovation & Entrepreneurship. Graduates receive double degrees and EIT ICT
Labs certificates. Throughout the 2 year programmes there is provided funded travels to
various European countries for kick-offs, winter camps and summer schools. The mobility
feature also includes choosing an entry university for the first year and then for the second
year another European top university where you will fulfill your master’s thesis. Hands-on
experience from guaranteed high level internships and a mentoring program with one of the
leading research or business organisations committed to the EIT ICT Labs Master School
are also essential ingredients.
Strengths of the programme:
ELTE offers a specialization in Distributed service systems with thematic coupling to digital
cities and health and wellbeing. The focus of the specialization is to support design, analysis
and development of complex distributed telecommunication services. It includes courses on
the development of distributed software, service-oriented integration, large-scale projects for
analysis and development of complex telecom software, the analysis of distributed systems
and process structure, the design of distributed systems, and the reverse engineering of
complex software systems via static analysis.
Career opportunities:
On entry level SDE graduates will qualify for jobs in the technical and business roles with
typical titles being software engineer, software/information architect, systems engineer,
business/service development manager, account manager, enterprise architect or
consultant. The program provides also abilities to proceed to management and leadership
positions on the international level.
Because of their experience in working with multidisciplinary projects the graduates are
accustomed to act in open innovation settings where different users, business and social
aspects and technologies come together. Due to strong drivers towards the service paradigm
the graduates will find jobs not only in the software and ICT-sector but also in many other
industries and public sector services like health care, logistics, energy, retail etc.
Requirements:
Applicants must have completed a Bachelor's degree encompassing a minimum of 180
ECTS credits or equivalent academic qualifications from an internationally recognized
university.
A B.Sc. degree primarily in computer science, software engineering, information systems,
telecom or digital media, but not excluding other viable bachelor degrees from areas like
engineering, economics, or industrial arts and design with some potential complementary
computer science studies etc. mathematics and programming.
Students in their final year of undergraduate education may also apply and if qualified,
receive a conditional offer. If you have not completed your studies, please include a written
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statement from the degree administration office (or equivalent department), confirming that
you are enrolled on the final year of your education and giving your expected completion
date. If you receive a conditional offer, you should present your degree certificate to the
Admissions Office before 15 August 2012. Applicants following longer technical programmes
and who have completed courses equivalent to an amount of 180 ECTS, will be considered
on a case-by-case basis.
Applicants must provide proof of their English language proficiency, which is most commonly
established through an internationally recognized test.

Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3000€

8000€

Please note that the tuition fees do not cover all minor study-related costs, such as fees to
student unions, at the respective universities.
Note that you do not need to pay an application fee for this application.
Way of application:
Note that all applicants need to submit a complete application package consisting of the
following documents before 15 February 2012.
9. A signed cover sheet (generated from the web-based application at
www.universityadmissions.se)
10. A duly certified copy of your bachelor’s degree in original language and translated
into English (Read more about conditional acceptance in case of ongoing studies).
11. A duly certified copy of your transcript of records in original language and translated
into English. All courses taken must be included.
12. Proof of English proficiency.
13. A Curriculum Vitae including details on your academic and professional career.
14. A letter of motivation in which you prove your innovative potential. For this purpose
we ask you to discuss or propose an entrepreneurial idea (1 page of summary, 2
additional pages for details).
15. A certified copy of passport or other kind of identification in English.
16. Two letters of recommendation (from professors of the most recently attended higher
institution or recent employers).
Applications are processed in three steps:
4. Document legacy and eligibility control regarding academic background and English
proficiency (KTH Admissions Office on behalf of the EIT ICT Labs Master School
Office)
5. Control of specific admission requirements for each major applied for (Technical
Major Programme Committee)
6. Ranking (Technical Major Programme Committee)
The ranking is based on a total evaluation of the following criteria:
- Suitability of acquired bachelor degree for intended study program
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- Academic excellence (Quality and recognition of home university, Study success)
- Entrepreneurial excellence
- Innovative potential
Please be aware that becoming accepted to a technical major does not guarantee that you
will be assigned to your mobility option preference. Selected applicants will be offered a
study track based on preference and availability. If an applicant cannot be offered a seat in
the preferred study track an alternative track will be offered.
Application form:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/Application.aspx
Application deadline:

April 30, 2012

Scholarships:
EIT ICT Labs has reserved funding for scholarships covering personal expenses on the level
of 9000 Euro per year and student. For the most highly ranked admitted students (as a
minimum 30%), we will provide fee waivers.
Scholarship application deadline: February 15, 2012
Way of application:
The admission procedure for the EIT ICT Labs Master's Programme is organized centrally
from Sweden by the KTH Admissions Office. Please read the admission requirements and
application instructions before sending your documents.
Please note that applications after deadline will be accepted. Late applications will be
processed subject to time, availability and resources.
The application consists of four steps:






Create a user account in Nya, the web-based national Swedish admission system
(universityadmissions.se).
Make a web-based application.
Print cover sheet and send it with application documents to the address:
University Admissions in Sweden
FE 1
SE-833 83 Strömsund
SWEDEN.
Fill out the complementary information form.

In the application the student has to specify:



Two technical majors in priority order
Two entry point universities in priority order

Two exit point universities in priority order.
Further information:
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http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/eit/ ; http://eitictlabs.masterschool.eu/
Contact information
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Dr. Zoltán Istenes
istenes@inf.elte.hu
Ms. Katalin Réti
katalin-reti@caesar.elte.hu
+36 1-372-2500 ext. 1937
+36 1-381-2236

Name of the programme: Computer Science,Software Information Technology
Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 – June 30 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Informatics
Short description of the programme:
The objective is to train the Computer Program Designer with a professional knowledge
based on solid theoretical background, who have the skills to take part in program
development, in developing information systems and system management in various areas.
The Computer Program Designer often acts as a mediator between the customers of
information systems and the producers. In this way, the job of a Program Designer
synthesisesthe constructive activity of engineers with the general problem-solving attitude of
mathematicians while participating in teams of large projercts.
The program provides students solid theoretical background in various fields of Computer
Science in combination with specialized work in computer and information processing
techniques. Students learn the methodologies and techniques used in the development and
implementation of computer systems.
Strengths of the programme:
The high standard of training is guaranteed by the highly qualified academic staff. The
teaching is supported by modern infrastructure and well equipped computer labs. The library
of the Faculty contains several thousand volumes. The students of higher years and PhD
students help the first year students in a mentor system to come over their first challenges at
the university.
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In addition to the high level of theoretical training, the Faculty's relationship with the business
community, the joint research and development projects offer up-to-date practical knowledge
and experience to the students. The Faculty has concluded bilateral agreements with
numerous universities in the world, which allows the students to study one or two semesters
or participate in research projects at a partner institution.
Extracurricular graduate research activities of the students are supported and supervised by
leading scientists of the Faculty.
Workshops are also organized with international partners.
Career opportunities:
Computer Program Designers are welcome in every sector of informatics. Jobs are offered
by large international computer companies, outstanding Hungarian firms, banks, large
enterprises, state institutions, software development companies, research institutes and
universities, where they may be engaged in the preparation of integrated data processing
systems, electronic trade transactions and electronic money transfers, solving
telecommunication problems (networks, programming mobile phones), performing image
recognition, computer-aided design, image processing or preparing multimedia applications.
Requirements:
Bsc in Computer Science
Tuition fee/semester

Other costs

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3000€

3000€

140€

140€

*only in the first semester
Way of application:
Applicants should send their application material by post to the Faculty or via email
attachment to the Program Coordinator
Application form:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/Application.aspx
Application deadline:

April 30, 2012

Further information:
http://www.inf.elte.hu/english/international_application/Lapok/default.aspx
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:

Sándor Sike
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E-mail address:

sike@inf.elte.hu
SCIENCE (MSC)

Name of the programme:
Level of the programme:

Biology
MSc

Length of the programme: 4-6 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University:
http://www.bio.elte.hu/engedu/MSc_bio/MSc_program.htm
Short description of the programme:
Students participate in intensive advanced and high level courses in the different fields of
biology most relevant for their specialisation to inform them about the recent developments
and frontline problems. Some 60% of the programme consists of practical hours (spent
on laboratory/field practice and on research) ensuring knowledge of state of the art methods.
M.Sc. graduates will be able to participate creatively in research projects and recognise and
handle complex problems through a multi-sided approach in planning and performing
experiments. The knowledge obtained in the M.Sc. programme forms an excellent basis that
is necessary for studies in a Ph.D. programme.
Strengths of the programme:
For students with a B.Sc. degree the minimum duration of the M.Sc. programme is four
semesters. However, according to our experience, six semesters are normally needed to
get the M.Sc. degree because the applicants’ prior B.Sc. studies are different in both their
curriculum and level from those found at Eötvös Loránd University (see the “Curriculum of
B.Sc. program”) making it necessary to complete a two-semester catch-up programme. The
curriculum of this two-semester programme depends on the chosen M.Sc. Programme
Specialisation as well as on the applicant’s prior studies and knowledge in the chosen
special field.
Requirements:
The successful applicant must have a B.Sc. degree in Biology and a good command of
English. The applicant is interviewed during the application and admission procedure to
elucidate the level of prior knowledge and to decide about the possible Programme
Specialisation, which is chosen according to the applicant’s preference and the opinion of the
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interviewing professors. The interview can partially be carried out by distant methods such as
electronic media and postal service. The final decision on the Programme Specialisation,
tutor, thesis work, and other details is, however, made after a personal meeting and
discussion with the applicant.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3300€

4300€

Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Scholarships/Discounts:
At present Eötvös Loránd University cannot offer scholarships, however, we give a 20% fee
reduction to our best B.Sc., M.Sc. and Ph.D. biology students, from the second year on,
determined by their performance in the previous year.
Further information: http://www.bio.elte.hu/engedu/MSc_bio/MSc_program.htm
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

ErikaTóth Ph.D. associate professor
totherika@caesar.elte.hu
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567

Name of the programme:

Chemistry

Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:
ECTS Credits:

Full time
120
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Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 Sept 2012 -

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of
Chemistry
Short description of the programme:
Students with a BSc degree follow the specialised section of the curriculum choosing one of
the directions (sub-directions) of specialisation. Their curriculum is organised individually as
described below. For students with a BSc degree the minimum official duration of the MSc
programme is four semesters. However, according to our experience they usually need 6
semesters to get the degree. This is because due to differences between universities it is
almost always necessary to develop the student’s knowledge by taking catch-up
programmes that are essential for the chosen special direction. With all other aspects of the
work to prepare the thesis, the usual duration of studies for an MSc degree for students with
a BSc diploma (from universities other than ELTE) can be expected to last for six semesters.
Strengths of the programme:
Specialisation Modules:






Chemical Informatics Module
Environmetal Chemistry Module
Materials Chemistry Module
Molecular Structure Studies Module
Pharmaceutical Chemistry Module

Career opportunities:
After completing their studies and having their thesis accepted the students are awarded an
MSc degree. If a student fulfilled the requirements of a specialisation module a written
statement on the specialisation is also issued. The MSc degree qualifies its holder to take up
positions in the relevant fields and to enlist for further studies, including the studies for a
higher (PhD) degree.
Requirements:
The successful applicant must have a B.Sc. degree in Chemistry and a good command of
English.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

2400€

3000€

Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

Other costs
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*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Application form can be found at:
http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/engedu_appl.htm
Further information: http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/;
http://www.chem.elte.hu/engedu/engedu_msc6.htm
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Imre Salma, Associate Professor
salma@chem.elte.hu
Timea Konczné Remler
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
+36-1-372-2584
+36-1-372-2567

Name of the programme:

Mathematics

Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012 – July 2014

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of
Mathematics
Short description of the programme:
The MSc in Mathematics at the Institute of Mathematics at Eötvös Loránd University is a twoyear international programme where the students can choose from 3 specialisations: Pure
Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, and Mathematics Education.
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Requirements:
From the European Union: BSc in Mathematics (or in a closely related field) obtained from
any higher education institution in accordance with the Bologna Declaration.
From the rest of the World: BSc in Mathematics (or in a closely related field).
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

4200€

4200€

Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Further information: http://www.cs.elte.hu/programs/msc.htm?lang=en

Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
Béla Vízvári
E-mail address:
vizvari@math.elte.hu
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person: Timea Konczné Remler
E-mail address:
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Postal address:
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
Telephone no.:
+36-1-372-2584
Fax no.:
+36-1-372-2567

Name of the programme:

Physics

Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus
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Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of Physics
Short description of the programme:
Students participate in intensive advanced and high level courses in the different fields of
physics most relevant for their specialisation to inform them about the recent developments
and frontline problems. Some 60% of the programme consists of practical hours (spent
on laboratory/field practice and on research) ensuring knowledge of state of the art methods.
M.Sc. graduates will be able to participate creatively in research projects and recognise and
handle complex problems through a multi-sided approach in planning and performing
experiments. The knowledge obtained in the M.Sc. programme forms an excellent basis for
Ph. D. studies.
Requirements:
The successful applicant must have a B.Sc. degree in Physics and a good command of
English.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3500-4500€

3500-4500€

Application fee

160€

160€

Registration fee

60€

60€

Other costs

*No registration fee is charged in the first semester
Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Further information: http://ion.elte.hu/kredit/Intezet/Physics_Programs_in_English.html
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
Gyula Bene senior research scientist
E-mail address:
bene@poe.elte.hu
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
Timea Konczné Remler
E-mail address:
krtimea@ludens.elte.hu
Postal address:
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
Telephone no.:
+36-1-372-2584
Fax no.:
+36-1-372-2567
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Name of the programme: Middle European interdisciplinary master programme in
Cognitive Science (MEi: CogSci)
Level of the programme:

MSc

Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:
Three semesters (including the first two) at the
Lágymányos Campus of the Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary. One semester at one of
the “partner” universities: University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria; Comenius University in
Bratislava, Bratislava, Slovakia; University of Ljubljana, Ljubjana, Slovenia; University of
Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia.
Start date of the programme:

September 2013 – July 2015

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Department of
History and Philosophy of Science
Short description of the programme:
MEi:CogSci is a (120 ECTS, 2 years) European joint master's programme, which is offered
jointly by the following institutions: Comenius University in Bratislava, Eötvös Loránd
University Budapest, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, University of
Ljubljana, University of Vienna (coordinating institution), University of Zagreb.
The curriculum is conceptualized as a joint master's programme; i.e., ultimately a joint
academic degree will be awarded by the participating institutions. The concept of a joint
degree includes that each student has to study mainly at a home university (e.g. at the
Eötvös University), but has to get 30 ECTS at one of our international partner universities (“a
semester long student mobility”).
Cognitive science is an interdisciplinary project involving different scientific fields in science,
technology, and the humanities, dealing with the phenomena of cognition – perception,
reasoning, thinking, and behaviour – from an interdisciplinary perspective. Cognitive science
grew out of the cybernetics movement in the 1950s and has seen a number of paradigm
changes since and Anthropology, Artificial intelligence, Biology, Linguistics, Neuroscience,
Philosophy, and Psychology have emerged as core disciplines.
Cognitive science and related study programmes have been implemented in many European
countries just over the past ten years; the DFG (“Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft“/German Research Foundation) has determined cognitive science to be one of
twelve most relevant areas of research.
Strenghts of the programme:
This is an interdisciplinary study programme, which is challenging: Coming from one field,
each student will have to gain insight into other major disciplines involved. Students will have
to acquire the basics, gain insight into different experimental methods, and at the same time
learn to engage in an interdisciplinary discourse and gain practical experience in
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interdisciplinary work, partly in an intercultural environment. The goal is to educate
researchers. Thus, "knowing a little bit of everything" will not suffice; students will have to
gain profound conceptual knowledge as well as solid methodological research skills.
Career opportunities:
The programme provides graduates with the necessary theoretical / intellectual and empirical
tools to pursue an academic career (Ph.D. programme) in cognitive science or in one of the
disciplines related to it. Apart from basic research graduates in cognitive science increasingly
find work in applied research. Depending on the direction of specialisation, prospective
career fields include the IT-sector (interaction design, usability, Computer Supported
Cooperative Work, knowledge management, etc.), education, and biomedical and clinical
research, as well as economy. The generic skills (such as teamwork, ability to communicate,
reflection and evaluation skills, ability to quickly learn and adapt) acquired by graduates are
of use in a variety of careers in the private sector. Graduates of cognitive science are
especially suited to work in highly interdisciplinary area, bringing experience in mediating
between disciplines. These include the fields of IT and education (see above), as well as the
areas of consulting, human resources, and science writing.
Requirements:
Admitted are students holding a bachelor or equivalent degree in cognitive science or one of
its core disciplines (anthropology, biology, computer science, linguistics, medicine,
neuroscience, philosophy, psychology).
For applications of students from other fields, the local advisory board must decide (and can
prescribe up to 30 additional ECTS to be accomplished in the course of the programme).
Necessary documents:
- Bachelor-Certificate (or Letter of Reference from supervisor stating that you will receive
your Bachelor degree by the end of September of this year)
- Information as detailed as possible regarding your study/studies: your Diploma Supplement,
transcripts or Consolidated Grade Record
- Proof of English proficiency (for non native speakers)
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

3000€

4000€

Other costs
Application fee

140€

140€

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Further information: http://www.meicogsci.eu/
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Application deadline: 15 April 2013
Way of application:
1. Please print out and send both in electronic version of the “Eotvos University application
form” (see below) to: ropolyi@caesar.elte.hu
and in hardcopy format to
Laszlo Ropolyi
Department of History and Philosophy of Science, Eotvos University
1117 Budapest, Pazmany setany 1/c
Hungary
2. Together with the hardcopy application form please send the following documents (to the
above address):
- a “MEi: CogSci application form” (incl. CV & Letter of Motivation) (in English)
http://www.meicogsci.eu/wiki/File:MEiCogSci_Application_Form_VIE.doc/
- Bachelor-Certificate (or Letter of Reference from supervisor stating that you will receive
your Bachelor degree by the end of September of this year)
- Information as detailed as possible regarding your study/studies: your Diploma Supplement,
transcripts or Consolidated Grade Record
- Proof of English proficiency (for non native speakers)
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator: George Kampis
E-mail address: kampis.george@gmail.com
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person: Laszlo Ropolyi
E-mail address: ropolyi@caesar.elte.hu
Postal address:
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
Telephone no.:
+36-1-3722949
Fax no.:
+36-1-3722924
Name of the programme:

Postgraduate Master Course in Forensic Science

Level of the programme:

MA

Length of the programme: 2 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

60

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2013 – July 2014
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Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Science, Institute of
Chemistry, Department of Analytical Chemistry
Short description of the programme:
The Eotvos Lorand Tudomanyegyetem Budapest (Hungary), , in cooperation with the
Università degli Studi di Parma (Italy) the Brandenburgische Technische Universitat Cottbus
(Germany) and the Università degli Studi di Messina (Italy), under the framework, and with
the financial support, of the LLP Programme (Project number 142638-LLP-1-IT-ERASMUSECDCE) set for the academic year 2009/2010 the Pilot Course of the European
Postgraduate Masters in Forensic Sciences (EUROFOS)”.
Strenghts of the programme:
In particular, graduates in technical and scientific fields, (Sciences, Pharmacy, Engineering
and Medicine) will take part, as experts, in the criminal trial with an official specific
qualification. Those experts will find the appropriate collocation in the law-field on the basis of
the actuated reform of the Criminal Procedure Code (according to the law n.397, in date,
7/12/2000) that allows the Defence and the Part that bring a civil action in the criminal
proceedings to make investigations and analysis on the exhibit.
The graduates in law will learn to handle in a more efficient way the surveys, to identify the
best techniques and the best analysis laboratories, to better read and comprehend the
surveys without restrict themselves to read the bold conclusion making a comparison
between surveys in contrast.
The specializing graduates in Legal Medicine will integrate their professional criminal
knowledge learning to use the information issued from the physic techniques to identify the
necroscopy purpose.
Specific educational aims:
For the graduates in Technical-scientific fields:








Knowledge of Criminal Procedure Law;
Knowledge of theory and practical technique of the Criminal analysis;
Knowledge of the exposition technique for an operative deposition in the Court
session;
or the gradates in Law
Knowledge of theory and practical technique of the Criminal analysis in the Criminal
Procedure context;
Knowledge of the exposition technique in the technical-scientific jargon;
Evaluation of the clue probationary power;

The specializing graduates in Legal Medicine will learn to use the information of the physic
techniques to better individuate necroscopy aims. The graduates in Political Sciences and
Sociology, Psychology and Investigation Sciences will become security operators on the
crime scene able to conduct investigations based on the scientific and technical aid.
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Career opportunities:
The Postgraduate Masters Course awards successful students with the following
qualifications:




Postgraduate Certificate in Forensic Sciences (Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest)
Master di 2° Livello in Scienze Forensi (issued by the University of Parma and the
University of Messina)
Certificate in Forensic Sciences (Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus)

The Postgraduate Masters aims to educate and train the following professional profiles:




Lawyers and judges expert in criminal sciences;
Forensic experts in law discussions concerning Court expertise;
Graduated professionals already operating in the field of forensic disciplines aiming to
raise their professional profile through a European compared approach to the study of
Forensic Sciences.

Requirements:
EUROFOS is open to students from all Countries. Students coming from non-EU or nonEFTA Countries are invited to contact the Office of International Relations of the University of
Parma (relint@unipr.it) in order to receive adequate instructions to access the Postgraduate
Masters in Forensic Sciences.
EUROFOS has a planned number of admitted participants fixed in minimum 20 and
maximum 30 students.
Access to the EUROFOS requires completion of a selection procedure based on the
assessment of qualifications by the EUROFOS Committee, formed by members coming from
all partner institutions. The following requirements are considered for selection:
MA, MSc, four-year degree or equivalent level in one of the following subjects: Natural and
Biological Sciences, Agriculture, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Engineering, Law, Political Sciences,
Sociology, Psychology, Applied Criminology, Crime and Safety, Biotechnology, Dentistry.
Graduates in Medicine can be also admitted provided the applicants have a specialisation in
Legal Medicine. Other degrees will be subject to case-by-case evaluation on behalf of the
Master Executive Committee.
Good knowledge of English language. In order to allow a proper evaluation of this
requirement, the possession of one of the following certificates is considered as preferential:








IELTS 5.5
TOEFL 500
TOEIC 355
Cambridge Proficiency Pass (C)
GCE O level/GCSE 3
JMB Text Overseas Students 3
Cambridge Advanced Exam Pass
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London Chamber of Commerce Level III
International BAC Higher
UNICERT III
Official declaration, issued by the University of graduation, stating the candidate’s
knowledge of English language EQUAL or HIGHER than C1 European level.

According to the Country of origin of the applicant, the further additional documents are
required, please check the programme website for further information.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

2500 €

2500 €

Way of application:
On the basis of the list made available, as official registration, the admitted candidates must
submit the following documents to the address given below:
Eotvos Lorand Tudomanyegyetem Budapest
To the courtesy of: Prof. Dr. Gyula Zaray
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Pazmany Peter setany 1/a., H-1117, BUDAPEST,
Hungary
Application deadline: 18 December 2012
Registration form, downloadable from http://www.eurofos.eu or http://ttkto.elte.hu/forensic
Further information: http://www.eurofos.eu

Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
Prof. Dr. Gyula Zaray
E-mail address:
zaray@ludens.elte.hu
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
Végh Tamás
E-mail address:
ttkto@ludens.elte.hu
Postal address:
Pázmány Péter str. 1/A. Budapest, H-1117, Hungary
Telephone no.:
+36-1-372-2584
Fax no.:
+36-1-372-2567

SOCIAL SCIENCES (MA)
Name of the programme:

Ethnic and Minority Studies Program

Level of the programme:

MA
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Length of the programme: 4 semesters
Type of the programme:

Full time

ECTS Credits:

120

Language of the programme:

English

Place of the programme:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programme:

February 2013 – January 2015

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Social Sciences, ELTEUNESCO Minority Studies Department
Short description of the programme:
The Ethnic and Minority Studies Master Programme deals with minority issues and ethnic
diversity in the region of Eastern and Central Europe with regard to the integration process of
the countries of the region into the international community of the European Union. The
serious ethnic conflicts of the region, the demand for countries to meet European norms in
the field of minority issues, the increase in migration, and the simultaneous growth of
xenophobia, anti-Semitism and homophobia, all contribute to a pressing need in Eastern and
Central Europe for highly trained professionals with the insight and expertise to identify the
main political, social, and psychological reasons behind tensions and discriminations, and
who are also equipped with the skills and techniques to handle and moderate these conflicts.
Thus, it is a key function of the Programme to provide the expertise necessary for such
efforts in Europe while on the other hand, much of the research analyses, the scientific
methods, as well as the ‘Eastern and Central Europe experiences’ has relevance for those
who study ethnicity, race, and majority-minority relations elsewhere in the world.
Strengthts of the programme:
The programme offers a systematic study of inter-ethnic relations, minority problems, and
processes in post-communist societies within a comparative perspective. Moreover, it
provides background knowledge behind major trends in economy, politics, society, social
policy, social geography, and social psychology of the countries in the region. It introduces
students to basic skills which are necessary not only to understand but to intervene in intergroup conflicts likely to occur in ethnic communities, urban neighborhoods, industrial
workplaces, political organisations, trade unions, mass media, etc. In the curricula of the
programme theory, research experiences, applied knowledge, and intervention skills are
joined together to provide a unique interdisciplinary academic opportunity and a ‘trainingground’ for future minority policy experts. As a benefit of expected international participation,
the programme creates an international community of students who speak English and come
mainly from countries where problems of ethnic and minority relations are rampant.
Consequently, various viewpoints can evolve and therefore a specific balance of the student
body is promoted. Extra-curricular activities have been designed to place students in various
internships where they become acquainted with real-life minority situations, to offer field-trips
for more direct experiences, and to introduce students to an active research culture in a
supportive framework.
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Career opportunities:
The modern principle of multiculturalism, protection of minority rights, equal opportunities,
anti-discrimination, and new challenges of inter-cultural integration of modern societies
request more and more academics who intend to carry out research or teach about ethnic
diversity and inter-ethnic relations. In post-industrial welfare societies there is a growing need
for policy makers or expert advisors in issues and conflicts between regions, nations, ethnic
groups, minorities, and majorities in Hungary and various parts of Europe. There is a
considerable need for these types of professionals today, and this demand in the future will
further increase as the historical legacy of Eastern and Central Europe, the renaissance of
the national spirit, the intense immigration, and frequent ethnic and minority conflicts make
the task of managing and reducing ethnic tensions increasingly important. Graduates are
expected to find jobs in the different public or private agencies like in public (governmental)
organisations and the minority self-governments, in public education, in research institutes, in
the media, in civil organisations and NGOs, and in all such programmes and projects that
aim to promote the successful social and cultural integration of minorities into the dominant
society.
Requirements:
Full credit acknowledgement: Bachelor degree in social studies/sociology/ social work/
political science/cultural anthropology
Advanced English language knowledge
In case of other bachelor degrees: individual consideration

Tuition fee/semester
Students

EU/EEA Students

non EEA

1200 €

1200€

Application Fee

120 €

120 €

Way of application:
To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Scholarships/Discounts: In case of excellent study achievement tuition fee may be waived
Further information: http://www.tatk.elte.hu/
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:

Antal Örkény
orkeny@tatk.elte.hu
Julianna Györke
julia.gyorke@tatk.elte.hu
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Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

1117 Budapest, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/a, Hungary
+36 1/ 372-25-00 ext. 6779
+36 1/ 372-29-12
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DOCTORAL, PHD STUDIES
LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCES


The Doctorate in Cultural and Global Criminology (DCGC) Erasmus
Mundus Doctoral Programme

HUMANITIES


Doctoral School of Literary Studies








German literary and linguistic studies

Doctoral school of Linguistics
Doctoral School of History
Doctoral School of Philosophy
Doctoral School of Ethnography
Doctoral School of Art History

SCIENCE






Doctoral School of Biology
Doctoral School of Chemistry
Doctoral School of Earth Sciences
Doctoral School of Environmental Sciences
Doctoral School of Mathematics
Doctoral School of Physics
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LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCES
Name of the programme: The Doctorate in Cultural and Global Criminology (DCGC)
Level of the programme: PhD
Length of the programme: 3 years (6 semesters)
Type of the programme: Full time
ECTS Credits: 180
Language of the programme: English
Place of the programme:
University of Kent, University of Hamburg, ELTE University, Utrecht University as agreed in the
mobility pathways
Start date of the programme: 2013 – 2016
Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University:
Faculty of Legal and Political Sciences
Department of Criminology
Short description of the programme:
The nature and complexity of crime requires a committed, coherent interdisciplinary approach
harnessing the most advanced international, cultural and critical insights of social sciences and law in
a new doctoral training programme. The programme aims will meet six key needs in criminological
doctoral research and training:
- Understanding and responding to new crimes
- Developing an international and intercultural outlook on crime and social harm
- Interdisciplinary criminology
- Intersectoral perspectives and expertise
- Citizenship
- Third-country capacity-building
The DCGC is a collaborative, three-year postgraduate research programme culminating in the
submission of a doctoral thesis. Candidates will follow a main mobility path between two cosupervising universities, spending at least a year in each. The first semester will take place at Kent
and at the end of the second semester a core compulsory training in specialist social-scientific and
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legal qualitative-research methods will take place at a Summer School in Utrecht. Each candidate will
have a team of supervisors (minimum two) from the two partners at which the main periods of
mobility and research will be undertaken. It is divided into three main strands: research, subjectspecific training and transferable skills training (courses, Common Study Programme presentations,
the option of a research internship at an associate member of the consortium).
Strengths of the programme:
The Doctorate in Cultural and Global Criminology (DCGC) is a structured PhD programme offered
jointly by the University of Kent, Eötvös Lorand University (ELTE, Budapest, Hungary), the University
of Hamburg (Germany), and Utrecht University (Netherlands). Applicants to the programme will be
selected on the basis of high academic achievement, the fit of their research project with the DCGC
research themes, and an assessment of their potential and commitment to complete high quality
research. The Doctorate in Cultural and Global Criminology (DCGC) will develop a politically engaged,
international understanding and approach to crime and its control, and prepare high-level doctoral
candidates to work in the widest range of employment arenas concerned with understanding,
preventing and responding to crime in a way which takes account of the global and cultural context.
European criminology has been based either within the social sciences or in law, DCGC combines
their best aspects in structured, inter-disciplinary, and international doctoral training programme.
DCGC offers the opportunity for international criminological research about the problems and issues
faced by civil society and the public sector. The general research facilities in each institution are of a
high quality, with the full range of library facilities, campus networks, technological support, research
software, international databases, and dedicated office space and IT equipment available for
candidates. The consortium has established formal links with a wide range of associated members.
These international stakeholders will be involved with the consortium, in proposing and supporting
individual research projects relevant to their field, providing internships and work placements
appropriate to the individual and his/her project, and involvement in programme governance.
Career opportunities:
The personal development and career planning embedded in the programme will ensure that
doctoral graduates will have focused on their career objectives and be well-prepared for work in the
academic world, research, high-level policy, as consultants, and in regional, national, international,
government positions, NGOs, research institutes, and criminal justice agencies. The mobility and the
overall intercultural perspectives required by the programme will ensure that doctoral graduates will
bring considerable added value to any organisation in which they work – not only through
the qualities, skills and competences, including those of global-critical citizenship, which they have
developed but also their innovative interdisciplinary cross-cultural perspectives.
Requirements:
- 2nd cycle degree with the best or second best grade available in the national system in social
sciences, law or related field (if applicants does not possess the required formal education, they will
have to submit a dossier detailing relevant experiences and other attainments)
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- non-native speakers of English must demonstrate proficiency in English at CEFR (Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages) level C1 (‘proficient user’)
Way of application:
Applicants to the programme will be selected on the basis of high academic achievement, the fit of
their research project with the DCGC research themes, and an assessment of their potential and
commitment to complete high quality research. Candidates will need to demonstrate their eligibility
and academic achievement through the submission of relevant documentation, including:







detailed transcripts with grades and degree classification
a current CV
a certificate of language ability
a statement of purpose/motivation
a research proposal including justification of the proposed mobility pathway
the names of two referees who will attest to the applicant's academic standing and
potential

All candidates will also be expected to indicate that they have understood, and are committed to, the
integrated mobility requirement of the programme.
Tuition fee/semester EU/EEA Studentsnon EEA Students
6000€

10.500€

Other costs
For this information applicants are kindly invited to visit www.dcgc.eu
Scholarship opportunities:
Two different Erasmus Mundus Fellowships can be awarded to DCGC doctoral candidates.
Category A Fellowships can be awarded to non-European (i.e. not from the 27 EU member states,
plus Iceland, Norway and Liechtenstein) doctoral candidates selected by the DCGC who are not
residents nor have carried out their main activity (studies, work, etc.) for more than a total of 12
months over the last five years in one of these countries (from 1st March 2007 onward, in this round
of applications to the DCGC).
Category B Fellowships can be awarded to European (i.e. from the 27 EU member states, plus
Iceland, Norway and Liechtenstein) doctoral candidates selected by the DCGC as well as to any
doctoral candidates selected by EMJD consortia who do not fulfil the Category A criteria defined
above.
Application deadline: The deadline for all applications in the Fellowship round is 16th January 2013,
23.59pm GMT. No applications for Fellowships will be accepted after that date.
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The application is web-based and managed by the University of Kent admissions system. The steps of
the application process are listed on the DCGC website
(http://www.kent.ac.uk/sspssr/dcgc/public_html/apply_process.html).
All applicants will be notified by email whether they have been selected for interview or not within
two days of 3rd February 2013.
The interview will take place on 8th and 9th February 2013 (UK time zone). Candidates will need to
ensure their availability for a skype or equivalent interview on this day.
After these interviews, successful applicants and reserve applicants will be notified and asked to
confirm that they are willing to accept a place on the DCGC programme. At the same time applicants
placed on the reserve list will be notified and asked to confirm that they are willing to remain on the
reserve list.
On 28th February 2013 the main and reserve lists of candidates submitted to EACEA for approval.
Further information: www.dcgc.eu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator: Dr. Andrea Borbíró
E-mail address: borbiro@ajk.elte.hu
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person: Dr. Dávid Vig
E-mail address: Vigdavid@gmail.com
Postal address: 1053 Budapest, Egyetem tér 1-3. Budapest, Hungary
Telephone no.: (+36) 1 411-65-21

DOCTORAL (PH.D.) PROGRAMMES IN HUMANITIES
Length of the programmes:
3 years + approximately 1 year: doctoral procedure
(comprehensive exam and defence)
Type of the Programmes: 3 years Full Time + Part time (doctoral procedure)
ECTS Credits:

180

Place of the programmes:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programmes:

5 September 2012 –

Short description of the programmes:
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The 68 PhD programmes offered at present are part of 6 larger units known as Doctoral
Schools. Proof of the exceptionally high standard of education is the ever-growing interest in
our programmes. Our Faculty occupies a leading position in almost all fields, and is in many
cases the only institution providing a particular programme not only within Hungary, but
throughout Eastern Europe, and thus accounts for the development of specialists within that
field in the whole region. Foreign students take part in the doctoral programmes via a tutorial
system. During their PhD studies students have to collect 180 credits. The programmes are
divided into three larger modules. The aims of the courses are to immerse students in their
speicalised field of study, to endow them with the research methodology needed for an
academic career, and to develop their qualities as theachers and researchers. By fulfilling the
publication requirements students become part of Hungarian scientific life. Since the use of
international reference literature is a requirement, our students are expected to be proficient
in at least one foreign language.
To obtain a PhD, students have to take a successful comprehensive exam at the end of their
studies and defend their dissertation in a public debate.
The international agreements between universities and the diverse international academic
relations of the supervising teachers provide outstanding students with the opportunity to
partake in foreign research programmes or to complete their doctoral studies in the so-called
Cotutelle form.
The doctoral schools frequently organise student conferences which serve as excellent
forums for talented students to present the results of their independent research and to
develop the academic skills indispensable for a future scientist.
The students work on their dissertation topic under the guidance of an estabilished member
of Hungarian academic life. In these scientific workshops they become acquainted with the
latest international developments in their field of study (secondary literature, methodology,
research).
Feedback proves that those who have obtained a PhD at our Faculty are highly trained
academics with a profound knowledge of their subject areas, well-equipped to continue their
research both in Hungary and abroad.
1. Doctoral School of Literary Studies
Doctoral School of Literary Studies
American Studies
Comparative Literary Studies
Folklore and Literature of Uralic Peoples
French Literature from the Enlightenment to the Present
French Literature from the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment
General Literary Studies
German Literary Studies
Hungarian Renaissance
Hungarian Baroque Literature
Hungarian and European Enlightenment
Hungarian Literary History and Theory in the First Half of the 20th
Century: the Age of the Nyugat Journal
Hungarian Literature since World War II .
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Italian Literary and Cultural Studies
Library Science
Renaissance and Baroque English Literature
Modern English and American Literature
Portuguese Literatures: History of Prose Fiction
Romanticism
Russian Literature and Culture between East and West
Russian Literature and Literary Studies
Scandinavian Studies
Slavic Literatures
Textual Analysis of Contemporary Latin-American Prose Fiction
Doctoral school of Linguistics
Ancient Studies
Applied Linguistics
Arabic Studies
Cultural Linguistics
English Linguistics
German Linguistics
Hungarian Linguistics
Iranian Studies
Japanese Philology
Mongolian Linguistics
Romance Studies
Russian Linguistics
Sinology
Slavic Linguistics
Theoretical Linguistics
Translation Studies
Turkic Studies
Uralic Languages and Linguistics
Doctoral School of History
Assyriology and Hebrew-Judaic Studies
Egyptology
European Historiography and Social Science
Economic and Social History
Early Modern Hungarian History
Medieval Hungarian History
Medieval and Early Modern World History
Cultural History
History of the Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey
Ancient History
Archaeology
Auxiliary Sciences of History
Modern and Contemporary Hungarian History
Modern and Contemporary World History
19th and 20th Century European History
Doctoral School of Philosophy
Analytic Philosophy
Ancient Western Philosophy
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Esthetics
Phenomenology
Film, Media and Culture Theory
Hermeneutics
Logic
Political Philosophy
History of Modern Philosophy
Doctoral School of Ethnography
European Ethnology
Hungarian and Comparative Folkloristics
Doctoral School of Art History
Art History
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

350€

2200-3100 €

Way of application:
Please contact the student advisor at the e-mail address given below for more information on
application to a PhD programme.
Contact information
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

József BÍRÓ
biro.jozsef@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext.
+36 1-485-5229

Name of the programme:

German literary and linguistic studies

Level of the programme:

PhD

Length of the programme: 6 semesters
Language of the programme:

German

Place of the programme:

Trefort Campus

Start date of the programme:

5 September 2012

Organizational unit of Eötvös Loránd University: Faculty of Humanities, Institute of
Germanic studies, Department of German language and literature
Short description of the programme:
German literary studies doctoral programme
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The PhD programme conducts research in the field of German literature in the following,
closely related, diachronically articulated areas:










literature and culture: Interculturality, the study of its phenomena in the various
discourses of culture with special attention to literature as well as relation to other
cultural discourses (comparatistics, intercultural connections)
research in literature theory, especially narration theory and its bearing on analysis,
and theories of intertextuality and intermediality and their application in text analysis
research of the relationship between interculturality and language use including the
analysis of various processes in the history of different cultures: the regional culture
of German literature and literary life
research in the sociology of literature
the relationship between culture, literature, and regionality
the clash between “own” and “alien” culture, research in topics of imagology
effects of discourses of art within the system of culture from a synchronic and
diachronic aspect: branches of fine art and literature in the culture of Germanspeaking areas and the Northern Lowlands

German linguistics doctoral programme
The PhD programme offers quality postgraduate training in the field of German linguistics.
One of the principles of the programme is that the curriculum is to contain language
philosophy and other philological modules. Research carried out at the department and the
PhD training is closely intertwined with special attention to the fields of grammatology,
contrastive linguistics, lexicology and semantics, dialectology and sociolinguistics, and
applied linguistics.
Strengths of the programme:
The PhD programmes offer thorough and broad insight into the areas of contemporary
literary and linguistic science. The curriculum allows for individual interests to be explored
and pursued. The training attributes great importance to Hungarian and German literary,
linguistic, and cultural connections and interactions. Students have the opportunity to join
research activities conducted at the institute.
Career opportunities:
Scientific career with important positions in the various fields of cultural and scientific life.
Requirements:
MA degree with good grades, 2 certificates of language proficiency, written draft of the
chosen topic, oral discussion entrance examination.
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

350€

2200-3100 €

Way of application:
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To apply to the programme please contact the student advisor or the programme coordinator, listed below. You can find further information about the application and application
forms at the following websites.
Application deadline: 19 August 2012
Further information: http://germanistik.elte.hu
Contact information
Programme co-ordinators:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Erzsébet Knipf, PhD
laszlo.scholz@oberlin.edu
József Bíró
arts@btk.elte.hu
+36 1-411-6700 / 5485 ext
+36 1-485-5229

DOCTORAL (PH.D.) PROGRAMMES IN SCIENCE
Length of the programmes:
3 years + approximately 1 year: doctoral procedure
(comprehensive exam and defence)
Type of the Programmes: 3 years Full Time + Part time (doctoral procedure)
ECTS Credits:

180

Place of the programmes:

Lágymányos Campus

Start date of the programmes:

5 September 2012

Short description of the programmes:
The aim of the doctoral training is to prepare students for academic research and lecturing
activities and to provide them with opportunities for further academic training. There are 6
PhD schools and 26 programmes to choose from. The PhD programmes run parallel to those
taught at the undergraduate level. The duration of studies is 3 years. During this period the
chosen topic is researched with the guidance of a supervisor, organised courses are given
and in order to obtain a PhD degree the student has to take a final examination and submit a
thesis, written on their special topic.
Strengths of the programmes:
Since 1993 the Faculty of Science runs PhD programmes in all branches of natural sciences.
PhD programmes are organised into PhD schools (Biology, Chemistry, Earth Sciences,
Environmental Sciences (since 2006), Mathematics and Physics) approved by the National
Accreditation Board. The high scientific standard of the PhD training is guaranteed by
members of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Doctors of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences as well as many other PhD holders taking part in the programme as lecturers,
supervisors or school/programme leaders. Many internationally acknowledged scientists and
experts participate in the work of the PhD schools as lecturers of short courses and
seminars.
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Career opportunities:
Career options include a broad spectrum of academia, industry, NGO and consulting
positions in the given field of science.
Requirements:
Only students holding a Master degree are eligible to attend doctorate courses. A B2 level
language exam is is required to begin the PhD training, while an additional B1 level language
exam is required for gaining a PhD. (Actual language list among the bylaws of the doctoral
schools, see www.doktori.hu or teo.elte.hu for details)
Tuition fee/semester

EU/EEA Students

non EEA Students

in case research is done at ELTE Faculty of Science

1820 €

2200€

in case research is done outside ELTE Faculty of Science

333€

2200€

Application fee

35€

35€

Regisration book for non state-financed students

20 €

20€

Late registration book submission

10€/week

10€/week

Re-issuing registration book

40€

40€

Other costs

Way of application/ student selection:
Application packages have to arrive at ELTE Faculty of Science, Department of Scientific
and Iternational Affairs until deadline
Details on application at: www.felvi.hu
Application deadline: 31th May 2012
Application form can be found online at: http://teo.elte.hu/phd/FileS/downloads/ELTE-TTKTEO-SZDK-JEL-F-E.pdf
Criteria for ranking at admission audition include:




previous university achievements (examinations, comprehensive examinations,
qualification of degree),
achievements related to previous research work (awards obtained in students’
academic circles, publications in the particular field of profession),
the feasibility of the research programme.

The Faculty's doctoral council decides of acceptance or rejection on the grounds of the
Admission Committees reports done following the auditions.
The resolution regarding admission or rejection is posted by the Department of Scientific and
International Affairs.
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The admission resolution does not create a student status in itself, only the enrolment at the
University personally establishes the student status.
Scholarships/Discounts: EEA students may apply for state-financed status
Further information: http://teo.elte.hu/phd/
Contact information
Programme co-ordinator:
E-mail address:
Student advisory service
Name of the contact person:
E-mail address:
Postal address:
Telephone no.:
Fax no.:

Judit Bartholy
dhteo@teo.elte.hu
Henrik J. Kulla
kullahenrik@teo.elte.hu
1/A Pázmány Péter s.Budapest 1117 Hungary
+36 (1) 3-722-602
+36 (1) 3-722-604
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SHORT-TERM PROGRAMMES



















Central Europe and the Great Powers in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Characteristics of the Rise of Modern Hungary in the 19th and 20th
Centuries
Cold War Studies
Contextualizing East-Central Europe: Hungary’s Cultural Identity
Cultural Diplomacy: Central Europe and the English-speaking World
Drama and the Theater: a Practical and Theoretical Approach from a
European Perspective
Ethics and Philosophical Psychology
Genre and Informational Technology of Avantgarde Literature
Inditerdisciplinary Researches in the Context of Language
International Relations and Globalization in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Introduction to Russian Studies
Irish Studies (History, Literature and Culture)
Language and Mind
Movie-making
Nationalism Studies
The Renaissance in Central Europe (Arts, Literature and Philosophy)
The World Outside Europe at the Turn of the Millennium
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Short-term programs in Humanities for International Students
Students can choose from a large variety of short-term programs:


















Central Europe and the Great Powers in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Characteristics of the Rise of Modern Hungary in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Cold War Studies
Contextualizing East-Central Europe: Hungary’s Cultural Identity
Cultural Diplomacy: Central Europe and the English-speaking World
Drama and the Theater: a Practical and Theoretical Approach from a European
Perspective
Ethics and Philosophical Psychology
Genre and Informational Technology of Avantgarde Literature
Inditerdisciplinary Researches in the Context of Language
International Relations and Globalization in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Introduction to Russian Studies
Irish Studies (History, Literature and Culture)
Language and Mind
Movie-making
Nationalism Studies
The Renaissance in Central Europe (Arts, Literature and Philosophy)
The World Outside Europe at the Turn of the Millennium

The Faculty of Humanities of Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE BTK) invites international
students to apply to its tuition-based foreign-language short-term programs for the
academic year 2012/2013, within an ECTS-compatible credit system, beginning on 13
February 2013 (Spring Semester) and in September 2013 (Fall Semester).
Additional short-term programs are approved and announced on a regular basis. Keep
checking our website or enquire with the enthusiastic International Student Office team about
further details by sending an e-mail to international@btk.elte.hu (Mr. Rudolf Sárdi, Head of
International Operations of the Faculty of Humanities).
Duration of studies and number of credits: 1 or 2 semesters, 30 credits
Tuition fee: 950 € (both for EU and non-EU citizens)
Upon completing the program students will receive a transcript of their studies signed by the
Dean of the Faculty (with an English seal). The credits obtained during the course may be
incorporated into future university studies.

Application process:
If you wish to apply for a short-term programme, you will have to send all your application
materials by e-mail to the International Student Office (Mr. Rudolf Sárdi, e-mail:
international@btk.elte.hu).
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Application materials checklist:



a scanned copy of your passport's biodata page (in pdf format);
a fully completed Short-Term Application Form (downloadable from Application
Forms)

Save a copy of the Application Form under your name, type in all the requested information
and send it to the above e-mail address as a Word document (.doc or .docx). Note that you
will have to sign the document in person following your arrival in Hungary.




a Curriculum Vitae in English or in the target language (no longer than one page, in
Word format with one low resolution photo pasted in the top righthand corner);
an official copy of completed secondary education or highest BA (Bachelor of Arts)
degree you hold (scanned, in pdf format);
proof of language knowledge (scanned, in pdf format).

Please note that no additional documents are required by the International Student Office.
We therefore kindly ask you to send us the materials indicated above.
Language requirements: a certificate stating that the applicant can read, write, speak and
understand English or the language of tuition at an advanced level.
Process of selection:
Once you have duly applied for the program of your choice, your application will be evaluated
by the program leaders.
Applicants will immediately receive an e-mail of acknowledgment, confirming that their
application materials have been duly received.
Once your documents have been considered in the selection process, a Letter of
Acceptance or a Letter of Refusal will be sent out to your postal address as a registered air
mail / priority letter shortly afterwards (within 30 days). A scanned copy of this letter will also
be forwarded to you electronically.
After you have received your Letter of Acceptance, further notification will be sent to you
electronically on the following:







settling payment (transferring the tuition fee)
further instructions on documentation (if appropriate)
the date when the courses start
the date before which the applicants must arrive in Hungary
accommodation possibilities
general information on Budapest and Hungary

Important notice: all short-term courses are launched with a minimum number of 7
applicants.
Course descriptions and further details are provided at www.btk.elte.hu/en (under “Shortterm programs”)
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Contact person: Mr. Rudolf Sárdi
E-mail address: international@btk.elte.hu
Phone: +36 1 411 6500 / 5473 ext.
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